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Abstract : With growing number of application of computers in safety
critical systems of nuclear plants there has"been a need to assure
high quality and reliability of the software used in these systems.
Qne way to assure software quality is to use qualified software
components. Since the safety systems and control systems are
real-time systems there is a need for a real-time supervisory
. software to guarantee temporal response of the system; This report
describes one such software package, called X-Real—Time Executive (or
X-RTE), which was developed in Reactor Control Division, BARC. The
report describes all the capabilities and unique features of X-RTE
and compares it with a commercially available Operating System. The
features
of
X—RTE
include
pra—emptive
scheduling,
process
synchronisation, , inter—process
communication,
multi-processor
support, temporal support, debug facility, high portability, high
reliability, high quality, and extensive documentation. Examples have
been used very liberally to illustrate the underlying concepts.
Besides, the report provides a brief description about the methods
used, during the software development, to assure high quality and
reliability of X-RTE.
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FOREWORD

For software in computer based Bafety Bystems of nuclear reactors, use of operating
systems are recommended to be restricted due to their large BLZ» and difficulty in verifying
for hidden errors (EC. 880). In fact it 'n recommended that "no operating syBtem should be
used if possible." If at all used, it should contain only the necessary functions for the target
system. Considering all these, it was felt necessary to develop a real-time executive that is
optimised for size and functionality. Besides, it shall go through the verification and
validation (V&V) regime according to international standards during its development
cycle. X-RTE has been developed on me above lineB and has gone through the V&V
procedure and has been extensively tested for reliability.
X-RTE will not only be used in the nuclear reactor C & I systems under development at
Reactor Control Division but may also be used by others in non-critical applications too
where product quality assurance is sought This report will be very useful in introducing
X-RTE to potential users.

Govindarajan
: ictor Control Division

PREFACE

The software has been at the centre of controversy when microcomputer were used to replace die
conventional systems in safety related applications of nuclear reactore. The problem arises while seeking to
answer the questions, "Is the software trustworthy?" or "With what confidence can it be said mat the software
will execute only the intended functions and not any other junctions throughout its life?" One solution to this
problem is expressed in me riddle-like statement, "build trustworthy software by using trustworthy software
components". What this means is that develop a few essential software components with very stringent quality
control and rigorous verification and validation procedure. Later on, use these high quality software
components, wherever possible, to build bigger reliable systems. Since most of the embedded applications
are real-time systems mere is a need for a supervisory software that can guarantee the response time of the
Bystem. X-RTE is a natural choice of all those who are looking for a high quality, highly reliable, real-time
operating system for time critical applications.
This report has been prepared in order to make the system engineers and project managers aware about XRTE. It throws light on the capabilities and unique features of X-RTE. The areaB where X-RTE scores against
commercially available operating systems are explained in chapter-2. All other chapters describe in detail the
features of X-RTE. A typical control system, introduced in chapter-2, is used as an example in all chapter to
illustrate the ideas.
The development of X-RTE has been very challenging because mis was the first time the complete software
development cycle was controlled by truly following the international software standards of IEEE and IEC.
Appendix - A describes, very briefly, the methods used for software quality assurance and software
verification & validation of X-RTE. A separate internal report, named "X-RTE: Quality ABSuran.ce Report",
contains details of these activities. One of the tasks of quality assurance activity has been quantification of the
different attributes of software quality, such as software reliability, documentation, effort, etc. Appendix- A &
B summarises some of these quality metrics measured during development of X-RTE.
Appendix-C contains a questionnaire, with answers, which helps the reader to explore X-RTE within a very
Bhoit time. If you want to take a quick glance at X-RTE, directly go to Appendix-C.
The author IB grateful to Shri G.Govindarajan, Head, Reactor Control Division, and Shri B.B. Biswas, Head,
Reactor Regulation & Protection Systems Section, for their constant encouragement and help during this
project
R.M.Suresh babu
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1.

Introduction

1.1. Purpose
Computers are now replacing most of the conventional hardwired systems in safety-critical and safetyrelated systems of NPPs. On one hand, this has increased reliability, flexibility, and information management of
these systems. On the other hand, there is always apprehension about usage of software in safety-critical
applications. Hence, there is an increasing demand to assure and demonstrate quality of software of these systems.
Like in the case of conventional systems, one way to improve software quality is by using qualified and proven
software components. This is always better than developing all the software components of each system from
scratch and subjecting them individually to quality assurance. Usage of qualified software components increase
(subjectively) the confidence on the complete software and enhances (objectively) the software reliability. The
safety-critical and safety-related systems are hard real-time systems for which the response time requirement is
very stringent These systems require a supervisory software, which controls execution of different tasks
according to well-defined priority and which guarantees response time of the system. X-RTE, an ultra-high
reliable real-time executive, is developed to meet this need in Nuclear Industry.
The purpose of this document is to help one acquaint with the capabilities and unique features of X-RTE.
This document is useful to the novice, who is not deeply involved in development of real-time systems, as well as
the programmers. This guide helps the reader to identify the real-time requirements and to judge whether X-RTE
suits his/Tier real-time application. Although X-RTE is developed for safety-critical and safety-related
applications ofNPPs, it may be used in any other application and may be ported to any other hardware platform.
In that case, the high quality and reliability of the software become an added advantage.
1.2. References
1. "Software Engineering Standards", IEEE, 1987.
2. "Software For Computers In Safety Systems Of Nuclear Power Stations",IEC-880-1986.
3. "Relevance OF Development Of Real-Time Software In India", Prof Kalyanakri&hnan etal,
Proc. Of National Workshop On Computer In F.eal-Time Applications, IGCAR, 1990.
4. "X-RTE : Software Quality Assurance Plan", Ver 1.0, February 1995, Reactor Control Division, BARC.
5. "X-RTE : Verification & Validation Plan", Ver 1.0, February 1995, Reactor Control Division, BARC.
6. "X-RTE: Configuration Management Plan Plan", Ver 1.0, September 1995, Reactor Control Division, BARC.
7. "X-RTE: Software Quality Assurance Report", Reactor Control Division, BARC.
8. "X-RTE : Software Validation Test Documentation", Ver 1.0, May 1995, Reactor Control Division, BARC.
1.3. Acronyms & Definitions
ISR
: Interrupt Service Routine
FIFO : First-In-First-Out
NPP : Nuclear Power Plant
OS
: Operating System
RTE : Real-time executive (synonymous to X-RTE)
Process : Unique finite course of events defined by its effect on purpose in a computer system; a
software entity associated with a particular task within the software of a system.
1.4. Document Overview
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Chapter-2 explains why X-RTE is required and under what condition was the development of X-RTE
started. A comparison of X-RTE and other commercially available OSs is also given in thai chapter. Also, that
ch&pter provides an overview of X-RTE. Chapter-3 describes the core of X-RTE, namely the Kernel. Kernel
manages all low-level control of execution of processes. Chapter-4 through chapter-10 contains details of various
functions and utilities of X-RTE. This includes temporal support, process synchronization mechanisms,
interprocess communication, device I/O support, multiprocessing support, and self-supervisioa A unique feature
of X-RTE is that it can be trimmed dowirto retain only the essential functions for an application. Also, X-RTE
con run as a stand-alone software package or it can be compiled along with application software. Chapter-11
deals with these aspects of X-RTE.
X-RTE was developed by complying to international software standards to assure* quality. Appendix-A
explain how the quality assurance was perfonned for X-RTE. Statistical quality assurance has been striven for
during the entire development of X-RTE. Various measures were carried out during reviews and multi-tier
testing. Appendix-B summarises some of the characteristics of X-RTE, which have resulted from these
measurements, l h e best method to understand anything new is by asking questions about it Appendix-C compiles
some of the most frequently asked questions about X-RTE.
Examples are very good tools to explain and understand various concepts. For this purpose, this document
uses a typical control system (a furnace control system) to illustrate various functions and features of X-RTE.
Chapter-2 contains a description of this control system. Examples in all subsequent chapters refer to this system.
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Overview Of X-RTE

A computer system interacts with its environment by transforming a set of inputs to a set of outputs
according to specified functions. It takes input from the environment and its output controls the environment. In
case of a real-time system the response time, i.e. the time taken to map an input state to its corresponding output
state, is small and the requirement is very stringent. A real-time system is said to be performing correctly only if
two conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (1) the correct output is generated, (2) the correct output is generated
within the specified time constraint. All the control and safety systems are real-time systems. These systems take
plant condition (or plant state) as input and generates output, which controls the plant. It is necessary to guarantee
response time of such a system because any deviation from the specified response time may seriously affect the
plant and its environment.
The most widely used operating systems, such as UNIX and MS-DOS are not Buitable for real-time
applications since they cannot guarantee th© response time of the order of a few milliseconds. UNIX SVR4
upwards do have some facilities to support real-time systems (such as a separate real-time priority level). Yet,
these featwes are insufficient to guarantee system response time. Moreover, the most important characteristics of
a real-uine OS, such as interrupt latency and context switch time, are not available for these OSs. Hence, a hard
real-time system requires a real-time OS that can guarantee the system response time. A host of real-time
OS/executives is available in the market. Some of these, such as ESIX, VxWORKS, and VENIX, are UNIX
compatible. Small ROM-able executives are also available, e.g. pSOS, iRMX-86, RMS68K. However, when it
is required to assure high quality and reliability (for software of computer systems ofNPP), it may not be prudent
to use the commercial OSs. The next two sections explain the need to develop an in-house real-time executive
and the advantage of such a software over the commercially available OSs.
2.1. Historical Background
In the year 1990 in Reactor Control Division we decided to standardise the microcomputer boards used in
safety and control systems of NPPs. Since then, a variety of other applications have also used the standardised
microcomputer boards. Owing to its market potential, the teclinology has been transferred to ECIL, Hyderabad.
During that time we also decided to standardise on a real-time executive/OS for the safety & control systems
baaed on the standard microcomputer boards. At first, we analysed the commercially available OSs, mentioned in
previous paragraph, for their suitability. The analysis concluded that the commercial OSs are not suitable for
safety-critical & safety-related applications ofNPPs. Three major reasons for this are:
• it is impossible to demonstrate quality of these OSs and the process which was used to develop these OSs
• it is tiot possible to cut-down the OS so an to retain only the essential functions for an application
• none of the commercial OS found to possess any self-test or self-diagnosis feature which is highly
essential to assure safety attribute of the system (e.g. fail-9afe requirement)
As a result of the analysis (the details of which is given in next section) we decided to develop a real-time
executive in-house. We decided to use relevant international standards and guidelines to control the software
development and to assure quality, reliability, and safety of the software. Also, we decided to work out details of
quality assurance plan and software V&V plan at the very beginning of the project X-RTE is a result of this
concerted plan.
2.2. Comparison Of A Commercial RT-OS and X-RTE
pSOS is a commercially available real-time OS developed by Software Components Group Inc. (SCG).
The two real-time supervisory software are compared for their applicability in safety-critical and safetyrelated systems of nuclear plants. pSOS is taken only as an example. Only those properties of pSOS are
compared which are typical of all commercially available OSs. Hence, the arguments given below are valid for
6
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all commercial OSs. General considerations as well as specific guidelines of IEC-880[2] are used for
comparison of the two software items.
A. IEC 880 considerations
1.
IEC 880 recommends controlled software development with proper documentation and verification
at every stages of the development.
pSOS cannot be subjected to this.condition as it is developed by a private company oulside the country.
Even if pSOS was developed according to the standard it is certainly impossible to get the documents from
them. X-RTE is developed in-house and is controlled by IEC and IEEE standards.
2. According to IEC 880, the software structure must be made clear.
pSOS is given as loadable? binary code. It is unlikely that SCO will provide details of the software
structure. X-RTE documentation clearly conveys the software structure.
3. IEC 880 recommends restricted usage of OS to a few Bimple functions and the OS loaded in the system
should contain only the necessary functions.
pSOS is a general purpose software; most of its functions not required for safety and control systems.
pSOS comes as loadable binary code. Hence, it is not possible to truncate pSOS with only the necessary
functions. Even if the source code is available a truncation is not recommended, except at the factory ( as it
may bring down reliability and predictability of the software). X-RTE is developed for a specific
purpose with only the essential functions. Moreover, if it is still required to truncate the software, inclusion
of the selected number of modules and a supervised recompilation solves the problem.
4.
IEC 880 recommends mat self-supervision and plausibility checks shall be performed by the software.
pSOS is a general purpose solution for a wide range of applications. Implementation of effective
plausibility checks -is possible only when software is simple and made for a specific application like in
the case of X-RTE. pSOS does not provide any facility to test its internal Btate. X-RTE contains selfsupervising code.
5.
IEC 880 recommends diversity and retry when a fault is detected.
Inherently, pSOS does not provide fault-detection or fault-tolerant facilities. X-RTE supports fault• detection and fault-tolerance through its exception handlers. Each process is associated with a separate
exception handler which is invoked when an exception is detected. The exception handler can act as a
recovery block. Thus, X-RTE provides a clean method to implement fault-tolerant software.
6.
According to IEC 880, on failure , (he system shall produce fail-safe outputs.
This is possible only if the software is predictable, i.e. under various conditions it shall be possible to
forecast the internal state of the software. As pSOS is a black box ( the implementation details of which is
not known) it is impossible to satisfy this condition. X-RTE is better understood and so is more
predictable compared to pSOS. Moreover, as pSOS does not support fault-detection, it is difficult to
implement a fail-safe software on top of it
7. IEC 880 recommends counters and reasonable traps to ensure (hat program structure is correctly executed.
pSOS provides timeout facility only when a process is waiting for a resource or an event However,
correctness of a real-lime program is governed by correct outputs at specified time. There JB no general
solution for checking this in pSOS. X-RTE has a timeout facility which can be specified from inside or
from outside a process. It can be specified for a function, a sub-function or an event. This facility is
convenient to test time constraints on-line.
8.
IEC 880 recommends usage of assertions and checking of input parameters.
It is not known whether pSOS complies with this recommendation. X-RTE complies with this
recommendatioa
B. General Considerations
• 1.
pSOS provides a rich collection of functions for process management, device management, memory
management, and interprocess communication. With pHELE, a file manager, a file system on any kind of
storage can be implemented with ease. pROBE can be used for debugging of a real-time software. X-RTE
. provides the essential functions for any microcomputers used in safety and control applications. As
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software of these applications does not need large amount of memory, memory management is not
provided. Similarly, these systems do not need management of filet' on secondary storage device. Hence,
no file manager is provided with X-RTE at present However, theBe can be incorporated in X-RTE by using
the user specified device drivers and the communication channels between interrupt service routines and
processes.
2.
Problems with imported software like pSOS are many : it is complex and general purpose, making it
impossible to maintain, it cannot be stripped down or tailored, if problems are encountered or when bugs
are detected it is not possible to solve it or even to get an answer to these problems, it is less predictable as
it is less understood
3.
Even though pSOS is said to be proven, thia statement does not have any meaning in the context of
safety-related systems where it is required to demonstrate the reliability or the quality ( e.g. failure rate) of
the software.
To conclude, pSOS and the commercial OSs are not suitable for safety-critical and safety-related systems
and systems that require high availability and safety. It does not (smd in some cases cannot) comply with many
of the DEC880 reconunendations. Major drawbacks are that it does not implement self-supervising checks and it
does not support fault-to I erante (a necessity for safety and control systems). Because X-RTE is developed inhouse, it is subjected to controlled software development according to tlie standards. X-RTE supports faultdetection and fault-tolerance and implements self-teata. X-RTE also supports multiprocessor configuration.
2.3. Overview Of X-RTE
X-RTE is a supervisory software (akin to an OS) that creates real-time multi- tasking environment for
application software. Multi-tasking environment facilitates creation and concurrent execution of a number of
processes associated with different functions. The functions may have different priorities; hence, the associated
processes need to be executed according to these priorities. Tlie real-time environment guarantees response time
of the system. X-RTE supports static guaranteeing only, i.e. at any time it can guarantee the maximum delay in
execution of the highest priority process. X-RTE software is layered and well structured. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the
structure of X-RTE. The entities outside the circle are application programs, which is not part of X-RTE.

Debug Facility
— •

—

—

.

Multi-processor Support
ISRs

Processes

Interprocess
Conirnunicntio

Device I/O
Self-test Facility

Device Drivers
Jig. 2 . 1 : Architecture Of X-RTE
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Hg. 2 . 1 : Architecture O ' X-RTE
X-RTE can be configured with all the functions or a sub-set of the functions shown above. Any of the
functional block, except the kernel, can be excluded from X-RTE. This facility is given in view of
recommendations for safety system software[2] which dictates that the supervisory software shall contain only the
essential functions.
The kernel embodies all the functions related with low-level execution control of processes. Only a few
of these functions are accessible to the application programs. This includes' initialization and restarting of XRTE, invocation of processes, termination (normal & abnormal) of processes, sending of alarm to processes, and
registration of ISRs. The functions not accessible to application programs are the scheduler, the dispatcher, the
low-level routines to block and release processes, and the hardware interface routines. The kernel maintains a
number of data structures such as a static process specification table, a dynamic process control table, and
invocation queues and alarm queues of the processes. The scheduler and the dispatcher implement a fast algorithm
that reduces the context switch time. The kernel is mandatory for all versions of X-RTE. Chapler-3 describes the
kernel in detail.
Temporal functions are related with time-related aspects of the processes. This includes definition and
execution of periodic processes, definition of timeouts, handling timed out conditions, sleeping and waking-up
processes, and setting and reading the current time. The counting down program implements a very fast algorithm.
For more details refer chapter-4.
Any multi-tasking environment requires some process synchronization functions to co-ordinate
concurrently executing processes. For example, two processes may need to 'meet* at some point before proceeding
with parallel execution. Access control of shared resources, such as printer or console, also requires process
synchronization. X-RTE supports explicit synclironization as well as implicit synchronization. In explicit
synchronization the co-ordinating processes know each other's identity. Three types of implicit synclironization
objects are defined by X-RTE: event flags, flag semaphore, and counting semaphore. Event flags can be used for
transmitting arbitrary events from any process to any other process. Semaphores are used to control access of
shared resource; flag semaphore is used for resource that holds one entity and counting semaphore is used for
resource that can hold more than one entity. For details on process synchronization refer chapter-5.
The processes can exchange data, in a controlled manner, by using interprocess communication facilities.
X-RTE supports FIFO queues, which can hold four types of data: character, integer, floating point number, and
memory pointer. The processes that use the queues are automatically synchronized while reading from and writing
to the queues. Refer chapter-6 for a complete description on interprocess communication facilities of X-RTE.
Most of the real-time systems are connected to many external devices such as terminal and printer. Many
processes may access these devices for displaying and printing information. A device driver is a clean method to
handle all operations related with the devices. This makes the software re-usable and portable. X-RTE does not
contain any device driver, it is part of the application software. However, it supports device drivers by providing
facilities to control and co-ordinate access of the device drivers. This makes access of devices transparent to the
processes. For more information refer chapter-7.
With the evolution of distributed computing, multi-processing has gained much attention. It allows one to
partition the software functions and allocate them to different processors, thus making the software very efficient.
The standard hardware developed in Reactor Control Division supports tightly coupled multi-processor
configuration. In this the processors share a common memory. X-RTE directly supports this multi-processor
configuration. However, the multi-processor support module is developed in such a way that it can be adapted for
different configurations and different hardware. X-RTE supports sharing objects, such as event flags and
semaphores, between processes executing on different processors. This fundamental mechanism can be used to
implement high-level multi-processing. Refer chapter-8.
Real-time systems are extremely difficult to debug due its asynchronous execution and complex finite state
machine behaviour. Re-execution of program, after a failure, may not again lead to the same failure, and so it is
not efficient in locating the fault. On the other hand, backtracing is more efficient in isolating probable causes of
the failure. In backtracing, a trace of the software activity is continuously accumulated during execution.
Consequent to a failure, this trace is analysed to locate the fault. X-RTE supports backtracing in which it records
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all the system requests from the processes. This trace con be obtained from X-RTE, at any time, for analysis.
Refer chapter-9.
X-RTE is developed for systems for which safety is a fundamental requirement. X-RTE enhances the
safety through self-supervisioa All modules of X-RTE contain a piece of code mat tests its internal data The
application program can invoke the self-teBt program at any desired interval. A system can use this facility to
implement fail-safe function or fault-tolerance. For details refer chapter-10.
The other important features of X-RTE are:
« no restriction on hardware interrupts and user written ISRs can be easily integrated
» a large sub-set of X-RTE functions is available to ISR (including direct invocation of processes)
c supports software implemented fault tolerance through exception handlers
o supports easy tailoring of X-RTE by selective inclusion of essential modules
• Example
2.4. A Typical Real-time Software
Analysic of a typical control system makes it easier to understand X-RTE and its functions. This also
illustrates how one must capture the real-time requirements of software and how these requirements can be
translated to design entities by using X-RTE functions. This example is used throughout this document to illustrate
vsrious capabilities of X-RTE.
The example taken for this purpose is a Sirnace control system as illustrated in figure 2.2 below. Input to
this system are a set of temperature signals and the output from the system controls a set of furnaces such that the
temperature is maintained at the desired levels. In addition, the system accepts commands, from a keyboard, to set
the temperature levels and other controlling parameters. The system provides responses to the command on a
terminal. Also, the system periodically displays the temperature values on the terminal and routinely logs the
temperature values on a printer. Fig. 2.2 if a data context diagram, which shows the primary inputs and outputs of
the system. Fig 2.3 depicts the system at one level lower revealing various hardware and software modules of the
system.
prt_info
Temperature
Sensors
keyboard

*

•
Jr Furnace
temp-Big™! ( Control

control_Bighal

keystroke

crt info

*

Printer

Furnaces
VDU

Fig. 2.2 : Data Context Diagram Of Furnace Control System
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Serial j
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•lU

Paralle
* Output
Circuitj

Fig. 2.3 : Architecture Of Furnace Control System
The blocta shown within hashed line are hardware modules and that within solid lines are software
modules. The arrows of dataflow indicate the direction of information transfer. The data flows are not labelled
as it is irrelevant in the present context The processes are defined by assigning a unique function to each of them.
The ISRs and the device drivers are not processes; they transparently interface the processes to the external
devices. X-RTE controls and co-ordinates executions of all the processes, the ISRs, and the device drivers in
order for file system to deliver all its functions within the specified time constraints.

In the next few chapters we shall Bee how this can be achieved by using various functions of X-RTE.
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3.

The Kernel

The kernel is the core of X-RTE: it accomplishes all toe low-level functions that control execution of the
proceBBes. The kernel is a mandatory module of X-RTE, whereas any other moduie, shown in fig. 2.1, can be
omitted The kernel structure is illustrated in fig. 3.1.

Start-up & Rest an.
Program

Fig. 3.1: The Kernel
Before describing the functions of the kernel it is better to look at the processes which are .controlled by
. X-RTE.
3.1. Processes and Process Management
One of the main activities during the design phase of a real-time software is to define processes or tasks.
Functions are grouped and allocated to individual processes. Several criteria, such as I/O dependency, time
criticality and functional cohesion, determine grouping of the functions. Once the processes are defined we need
to assign priorities, which is governed by the performance requirements (e.g. response time) and the design
constraints.
A process is a piece of program associated with a unique function and which is required to be executed
concurrently with the other processes. In a multi-tasking environment the processes are alternately executed
according to predefined priority. This may result in context switches, in which a process is preempted, before it
completes the job, and a higher priority process is executed. Once the higher priority process completes the job,
the preempted process resumes execution (this is illustrated in fig. 3.2). Under all these conditions X-RTE
ensures to preserve the environment in which the process executes, i.e. according to a process it is as if the
processor is completely dedicated to itself The
ProcMB-aiunt
Places a-a resumes
environment includes the processor registers, the stack,
the interrupts etc.
Associated with each process there can be an
Piocees-m ends
Procem-n stopped
exception process. X-RTE creates a separate
Pracesuntunj
environment for the exception process from that of the
__
.
: Conlext 5wlUil
process BO that they do not interfere. This concept helps
^ '
one to implement software implemented fault tolerance. Fault-tolerance is achieved by four steps: iault detection,
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retry, fault diagnosis, recovery, and restart. X-RTE supporta fault detection through timeouts and self-diagnosis. In
addition, it allows to direct fault information by means of alarms. When a process receives an alarm, from
another process or upon a condition such as timeout, X-RTE initiate;:, the exception process associated with that
process. The exception process may implement the other steps of fault tolerance, i.e. retry, diagnosis, recovery,
and restart This scheme allows high flexibility in designing fault tolerant software. For example, within the
exception process, the program analyses cause of the alarm and either aborts the process or initiates a recovery
block. Three typical scenarios of exception handling are illustrated in figures 3.3(a)-(c).
Ptocessnnms

^/^tm
tf

i

Pio«s«ntuns

^ Alirm
*p
•.tune

Exception
runs »s lecovoiy block

process^ aborted

Fig. 3.3(a) : Exception Handler As Recovery Block

EiccpuonptocMs-anuu

flirts

i

Fig. 3.3(b) : Exception Handler For Diagnosis

Procesa-nttaurata

Exception ptocess-a runs

Fault located and
canceled

Fig. 3.3(c) : Exception Handler For Diagnosis With Correction
X-RTE requires the application program to specify the properties of the processes during initialization.
Once specified, none of the properties can be altered. This increases predictability of the software. Listed below
are the properties of a process:

o
•

starting address of the process & its exception process
process name
priority number
deadline-within-prioriiy
interrupt mask word
whether uses math co-processor
segment information
stack information

The starting addresses of the process and its exception process are two properties associated with each
process. A single exception process may be associated with many processes by specifying same starting address.
Every process should have a unique name for identification. Because moBt system calls require a process
identifier (a number) arid not the process name, the application program must use a utility that converts process
name to process identifier. Syntax of this utility functions is,

get _processid (processjiame),
where process jiame is an ASCII string. It converts the name to a process identifier which can be used in system
calls. This method allows one to add processes (during software changes) without the need to manually alter the
process identifiers (which are dynamically supplied by X-RTE) used in the program.
A priority number associates a process to a priority level. Priority decreases with increasing priority
number (as in the case of UNIX). At any time only the highest priority active process is executed. This helps to
ensure response time of the system by allocating the most important functions to high priority processes. X-RTE
also allows a number of processes to share a priority level. This is required when different functions have near
equal response time requirements. The processes mat share a priority level are executed in a round-robin manner,
these processes are called round-robin processes. A round-robin process may specify a deadline-within-priority.
The deadline corresponds to the relative time-slice consumed by a round-robin procesB with respect to other
processes at the same priority level. For example, if deadline for three round-robin processes are specified as 2,
13
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10, and 8, it means that 2nd process will get 5 times the CPU time compared to the 1st process and the 3rd
process will get four times the CPU time compared to the 1st process. The values of deadline do not have any
absolute meaning. If there is no deadline (by setting the deadline to 0) other round-robin processes are executed
only after the process exits. This scenario is illustrated in fig. 3.3
When a process is executed it may be required to disable all lower priority interrupts and enable only
higher priority interrupts. This may be done by specifying interrupt mask word in the process's property. This
facility is particularly useful when a safety-critical process is executed and which shall not be interrupted.
Some processes may involve arithmetic processing while others may not. If a process does not use math
co-processor, the math co-processor registers are not saved and retrieved along with the process's environment
This decreases the context switch time. Whether a process uses math co-processor or not can be set in the
process's property.
Fraceii Dcadfcnn
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Fig. 3.3 : Execution Of Round-robin Processes
Each process must possess a separate stack (due to concurrent execution). In the property of each process,
the initial stack pointer (bottom of the stack) and top of the ytack must be specified. The stack is set to its initial
stack pointer when a process is started. Top of stack is used for checking stack overflow by X-RTE.
If the processor is Intel 8086 some additional information is required For the code, the data, and the
stack, the segment addresses also must be specified in the property of each process.
Example
For our example, i.e. the furnace control systems, we may specify the properties of the processes as given
below (properties irrelevsint to this discussion are omitted):
Process

Priority

Deadline

InterruptMask

CoprocessorUsage

SignalScan
ControlSystem
Comniandlnterpret
CommandResponse
DisplayRefresh
RoutineLog

1
2
3
4
4
4

0
0
0
4
2
2

All

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Printer
None
None
None
None

Top-most priority is assigned to signal scan process because it acquires the inputs from the plant,
validates them, and probably does some signal processing. When this process is executed all interrupts are
disabled. The next lower priority process is control system process which may be executed less frequently than
the signal scan process. During execution of this process, interrupt from the printer is disabled. At the next lower
priority is command interpret process. It is kept at lower priority because the response time for operator
commands is more than that of the plant controls. The command response process, the display refresh process, and
the routine log process shares a priority in which the command response process gets major share of the CPU
time. This is because response to an operator command should be faster than routine jobs. The table also shows
14
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thai oil interrupts are enabled except during execution of the first two critical processes and math-coprocessor is
used by the first two processes only. TJiis specification results in an optimum configuration of the processes.
The properties of the processes are specified during initialization and are part of static data UBed by XRTE. In addition, X-RTE maintains another data during execution of the process. This data contains dynamic
information such as execution state of the process, the resource waiting for, interrupted stack pointer etc. At any
time a process is in one of the five states: dormant, ready, running, interrupted, or blocked. At any time, the
exception handler of the process is also in one of the states, except blocked state . In dormant state the process is
inactive. Invocation of a process takes it to *eady state, where it has to wait till it becomes the highest priority
process to execute. A process goes to interrupted state when it is preempted. When a process waits for some
resource or events, or when a process sleeps, it enters the blocked state. The state transition diagram of the
process's execution state is illustrated below.

abort
process
Ready ,

resourece available,
event occurred,
V.timeout,
highest
priority
pr0CCSS
'Blocked

ait for resource, time, event

Fig. 3.4 : Execution States Of Processes & Transitions
It is obvious from the state transition diagram that a process can be aborted from any state. This feature
helps containing fault propagation. Similarly, even after a process is read-to-run it has to wait till it becomes
highest priority among all other ready processes.
Now, the major functions of the kernel are described in detail.
3.2. Scheduler
This scheduler is not accessible to the application processes. Its function is to arrange the processes
according to their priority so that the dispatcher can give control to the top-priority process. The scheduler also
manipulates the round-robin processes such that, after a round-robin process has consumed its time slice, the
process is put at the end of the round-robin list X-RTE implements a fast scheduler algorithm which was selected
out of many algorithms? after assessing their performance
3.3. Dispatcher
The dispatcher selects the top-priority process and transfers control to it If an alarm is pending, it invokes
the exception handler of the process. If the process or its exception handler was preempted, it restores the
environment If the process is to be started it creates environment for that process, which includes setting up of
interrupts, stack, and math-coprocessor. X-RTE uses a very fast method to dispatch top-priority process.
3.4. Hardware Interface
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Although X-RTE is hardware independent there ore a few functiono for which knowledge of isnderlyiiig
hardware is essential. Some examples of these functions are crealiou of a critical region (uninterntptable part of
code), manking of interrupts, setting up environment for process etc. In order to support ewy porting of X-RTE,
to other hardware platforms, these hardware interface functions are identified and segregated to separate modules.
Thus porting of X-RTE would require modification of a few low-level procedure only.
3.5. Execution Controller
Execution controller is a collection of Junctions that confrols execution of the processes. Some of thebe
functions are accessible to application processes. These functions are given below:
invoke_prvcess (process identifier, invocation
exit _process Q
abort_process (process identifier)

identifier)

The firBt function can be usod to invoke a process. It requires the target process's identifier and an
invocation identifier. The invocation identifier, which must be an integer, is passed lo the process as a
parameter. For example, in the furnace control system, the keyboard ISR may invoke command interpret process
with ASCH code of the key which is pressed. The invocation identifier may be alRC UBed to execute different tasks
from the same proceee X-RTE stores the invocation id. in a FIFO queue. Hence, if the same procesB is invoked
many times, the invocation identifiers are retrieved one after another, in first-in-first-out scheme, and me process
is executed as many times with the retrieved invocation ids. The maximum number of pending invocation ids. can
be ,-.et at the time of configuration of X-RTE. The maximum value is sasne for all processes.
Exit_process and abort jjrocess are two system calls tlirough which a process can terminate execution:
the former is a normal termination and the latter is an abnormal termination. In both cases, X-RTE automatically
resets any flag semaphore held by the process and unlocks any device iocked by the process. This decreases the
possibility of deadlocks. A process can abort itself or some other process (e.g. when the 'other process' has failed
to deliver the function). When a process is aborted, some additional processing is done. If the process was
blocked, a clean-up is done to remove the process's entry from the relevant data If any process was waiting for
(lie process, which is being aborted, X-RTE sends alarm to all of them. The final step is to remove any pending
invocation to (he affected process.
Besides (he above described functions, X-RTE contains some low-level execution control functions also.
These functions are to block and unblock process, !o preempt process, and lo decide whether to switch (asks.
Example
lu furnace control system, the signal scan procesB may invoke the control system process with a number,
which indicates status of the input signals. Depending on the input status, the control system process may execute
different paths. If there is only one input, then the invocation parameter may be set to the signal value itself The
command interpret program and the display refresh program can invoke the display driver (if it is a process) witii
(lie length of the message to be displayed or index of buffer from which the message can be taken. Since the
invocations are queued in FIFO manner, the messages will be printed in sequence.

3.6. Exception Controller
X-RTE supports fault tolerance by a concept of alarms and exception handlers. As explained in section
3.1, each process is associated with an exception process which is invoked when an alarm is sent to the process.
If the process is ready-to-run, first the exception process is executed. The exception process can implement
various fault tolerant features. An alarm is a 16-bit number, each bit of which may correspond to a particular fault
conditioa 8 bits are reserved by X-RTE to indicate conditions such as timeout and expired proceos. The other
bits can be customised and used by the application to indication specific faults. To send an alarm to a process, use
me system call,
sendjdarm (process identifier, alarmjcode).
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where alarm code is an integer. Only one user defined alarm can be pending at any time. Before a process is
executed, X-RTE checks for any pending alarm to the process. If there is one, the process's exception process is
executed. The alarm code and the current execution state of the process are passed as parameters to the exception.
This information may be useful for fault diagnosis and corrective action. The state transition diagram of exception
process is given in fig. 3.5.
•Jormar
Frocess)
t In Any.
Resume process

Pending Alami and
Process at highest priority

abort
process

Fig. 3.S : States Of Exception Process & Transitions
One main difference between a process and the exception process is that the latter cannot be blocked. XRTE rejects any system call, with potential blocking condition, from an exception process. This is because of the
obvious reason that blocking of a fault diagnosis program may lead to deadlock. At the end of exception handling
it can make either of two decisions: abort the process, or resume execution of the process by calling the system
call,
resume jprocess Q.
This system call makes X-RTE to restore the state of the process to that before execution of the exception process.
This means that if the process was blocked at the time of execution of the exception handler, resume_process puts
back the process in blocked state, unless the process is unblocked in the mean time. While the exception process
is being executed, the process may still be unblocked by some event, such as resetting of semaphore. In that case,
the process is set to ready state after resume_process is called.
Example
•
Consider the following statement of requirement of furnace control syBtem.

-

The system must check the control outputs for plausibility (the criteria are separately given). If the
outputs do not pass the plausibility check, an alternate control algorithm must be executed. If alternate
algorithm is also unsuccessful, the system must switch off all the fiirnaces and generate an alarm
If the
printer is off-line for a long time, system must start printing afresh, discarding all pending messages.
The above specification requires that exception processes are required for the control system process and
the printer driver (if it is a process). The former, which acts as a recovery block, is initiated when some other
process (which implements the plausibility check) sends a user-defined alarm to the control system process. If the
exception process also fails to generate the correct output, it forces the outputs to fail-safe state. After detecting
that the printer is off-line, the printer ISR initiates exception process of the printer driver by sending a userdefined alarm. This exception process simply discards the data to be printed and sets a flag to ignore all printing
requests till the printer comes on-line again.
3.7. ISR Controller
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X-RTE does not limit the number of hardware interrupts and it allows user written ISRB. However, the
ISR associated with a hardware interrupt must indicate its presence to X-RTE, This is done by a system call,
registerJSR (lSR_condition).
ISRcondition can be START, END, OR TIMER. START indicates that mis is the starting of ISR, END indicates
end of the ISR, and TIMER indicates that it was a timer interrupt Every ISR, except the timer interrupt, must be
sandwiclied between registerJSR (START) and registerJSR (END).
Timer interrupt is treated separately because all time management functions of X-RTE are triggered by this
interrupt This includes waking up of sleeping processes, checking timeout conditions, invoking periodic
processes etc.
A user written ISR program can make any system call, except those with potential blocking condition. Like
in the case of exception process, X-RTE rejects any system call from an ISR which may block the ISR This is to
avoid deadlock conditions (a waiting ISR may stop all other interrupts to the system). Using the other system
calls, the ISR can invoke processes, send alarm to processes, reset a semaphore, set an event etc. This provides a
clean and safe method of data and control transfer between ISRs and the processes.
Example
In the furnace control system, the keyboard ISR can directly invoke the command interpret process with
the ASCII code of the key pressed As explained in the previous section, the printer ISR may send an alarm to
printer driver, if the printer is off-line for a long time. Similarly, the display ISR can reset a semaphore, set by the
display driver, to indicate end of message.
3.8. Starting and Restarting X-RTE
Starting of X-RTE IB done in two steps: initialization and init-process start-up. During initialisation, the
application program passes a set of data to X-RTE. This includes the number of processes, properties of the
processes, details of periodic processes (see chapter 4), and details of shared memory (see chapter 8). After
initialization X-RTE returns to the application program. This allows application program to initialize interrupt
controller and other external devices. After completing this, the application program can start X-RTE by making
the system call,
start_RTE (init-process identifier).
Init-process identifier is the identifier of the process which is to be executed first If it is required to restart XRTE, as part of reconfiguration or system roBtart, the system call,
restart_RTE (. ) ,
can be used. This system call takes all necessary steps to clean-up the data used by X-RTE and reinitializes and
restarts the software.
Example
The furnace control system may require to execute some initial steps before the program can actually
control the furnaces. These initial steps may be executed by a start-up process (not shown in fig. 2.3), which is not
required till the plant is restarted again. This requirement is implemented by initialization of RTE followed by the
starting X-RTE with the start-up process. The start-up process is kept at the highest priority so (hat no other
process executes till the initial steps are completed The program may restart X-RTE and the application
processes when the plant is required to be restarted.
3.9. Self-test Program
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The kernel includes a self-test program which tests the process control data for its integrity. The integrity
is tested by using checksum, for static data, and by validation checks, for dynamic data. Validation check includes
range checking and checking for invariant relationship between different data entities. For example, if a process is
sleeping, the sleep list must contain the process's entry. Similarly if a process is waiting for a semaphore, the
semaphore's waiting list must contain the blocked process's entry. The application program can invoke the selftest program at any time by issuing a system call (see chapter 9).
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4.

Temporal Control

As the name signifies, the time related functions are very essential for a real-time software. The software
may contain many functions which are to.be executed periodically. Also, timeout conditions and delays are
present in most of the real-time software. Temporal fimctions supported by X-RTE falls into three classes. This is
illustrated below:

Ternpora
kernel
./Timeout

Delaysv

Fig. 4.1 : Temporal Functions
In addition to these functions, there are two functions to set and read current date&time. Also, there are
low level functions which are used for periodic testing of data and for cleaning data when a process is aborted.
These are inaccessible to application program.
4.1. Temporal Kernel
The temporal kernel is responsible for time management. It derives the time from the timer interrupt. XRTE knows about the timer interrupt when user-written ISR calls register_1SR (TIMER) (see section 3.7). During
configuration of X-RTE one must set the frequency of the timer interrupt, i.e. the number of interrupts per second'
(chapter 11). Temporal kernel accomplishes the following functions:
wake up any sleeping process, for which the sleeping time is over
invoke periodic processes at specified intervals
check for timeout conditions and, if required send alarm to concerned process
call routine to attend requests from remote nodes
update date & time
A program in multi-processor support utility attends to the requests from remote nodes. ThiB program,
namely remote scheduler, receives requests to unblock processing waiting for shared objects and to send alarm
(chapter 8). The temporal kernel functions are inaccessible to application program.
X-RTE implements a very fast algorithm for time management. From many algorithms the most efficient
one was selected to use in X-RTE.
4 . 1 Periodic Processes
During initialization, X-RTE allows the application program to specify one or more processes that are to
be periodically executed. Once specified, it cannot be changed. X-RTE ensures that each of these processes is
invoked at the specified interval (although its actual execution depends on its relative priority). The application
program shall specify the following properties of the periodic processes:
•

name of the process
20
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«

period (in milliseconds)

In furnace control system there are three periodic processes. Period of execution of Signal scan process
can be set to 20 milliseconds, that of display refresh process to 2 seconds and that of routine log process to 1
hour. If it is required to change the period of routine log by the user of the system, the routine log process can use
a local counter (the process is invoked every 1 hour) and print the data at the desired interval.
4.3. Timeouts
X-RTE caters to software related to safety. Hence, it contains a number of features which are essential for
fault-tolerance and safe operation. The fira step to achieve this capability is a mean to detect faults. In real-time
systems the response time is as important as the other Junctions of the system. System response time is determined
by the response time of the its sub-systems and the processes. Hence, violation of temporal requirements can be
detected by monitoring execution time of the processes or its high-level functions. It is for this purpose that XRTE contains the timeout functions. There are two system calls related with timeout:
registerjitneout (process identifier, timeout interval)
cancel Jimeout (process identifier)
Register•Jimeout starts countdown for a process (corresponding to the process identifier) for the
specified timeout interval (in milliseconds). Cancel Jimeout cancels the timeout condition on the given process.
Before a function starts, within a process or for a collection of processes, a process starts the countdown. After
Sw function is achieved, the process cancels the timeout condition. If the function is not completed within the
specified timeout interval, timeout occurs and the temporal kernel sends an alarm (indicating timeout condition) to
die process specified in registerJimeout. Since the alarm triggers the exception handler of the process, it may
diagnose the fault and initiate some corrective action (to tolerate the fault) or generate a fail-safe output (for
safety). The timeout calls are particularly useful when a process waits for some resource. If the resource does not
become available, due to some hardware/software fault, the process is indefinitely blocked. This may lead to
deadlock condition. In such cases, the system call (that may block the process) may be sandwiched between the
two timeout functions mentioned above.
Example
Consider the following specification of the furnace control system.
The furnace control system must refresh the control output every 100 millisecond. To assure safety, the
system must continuously supervise the refresh time. If the outputs are not refreshed, due to any reason, for a
maximum of 500 milliseconds, the system must switch off all the furnaces.
The signal scan program may specify a timeout of 250 milliseconds for itself and 500 milliseconds for the
control system process. If signal scan process is not executed within 250 milliseconds of the last invocation or if
the outputs are not refreshed within 500 milliseconds of the last refresh, the corresponding exception handlers are
invoked. As per the specification, the exception handler generates an output such that all the furnaces are switched
off.
4.4. Ddays
X-RTE allows processes to sleep for a specified time interval. The temporal kernel wakes up the process
after the specified time. The syntax of the system call is:
suspendJemporary (time interval, unit of time)
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Time Interval is the sleeping time specified in one of the four units. Unit of time can be milliseconds,
seconds, minutes, or hours.
4.5. Time & Date
X-RTE contains systems calls to set and read Ifae current date and time.

setjime (time),

getjime (time)

Setjime sets the current date & time to that supplied and getjime returns the current date & time to the
data pointed by time. Temporal kernel periodically updates the time and date.
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5.

Process Synchronization

A real-time system needs to accomplish a number of tasks with varying criticality and response time. In
addition, the system interacts with external devices (through I/O) that are usually slower than the computer. These
two aspects lead to creation of a number of processes associated with specific tasks. Moreover, more than one
process may share resources such as I/O channels and secondary storage devices. Co-ordinated execution of the
related processes accomplishes a particular task. Process synchronization is a fundamental technique to coordinate execution of such related processes. X-RTE supports a variety of process synchronization mechanisms
suitable for different situations. In some cases, it is possible to implement the synchronization requirement by
more than one method. In such cases, the selection must be determined by the design constraints (that restrict XRTE modules), and the simplicity (how easy and transparent is the mechanism) and suitability (proximity of the
solution domain to the problem domain) of the mechanism.
The process synchronization methods fall into two classes: explicit or directed synchronization, and
implicit Rynclironization. X-RTE supports both the classes. Fig. 5.1 illustrates various synchronization
mechanisms supported by X-RTE. Explicit synchronization is a primitive method in which the co-ordinating
processes need to know each other's identity. This is analogous to 'rendezvous' primitive of ADA language in
which two processes 'meet' at some point and then proceeds with the execution. X-RTE also supports implicit
synchronization, in which the processes need not be aware about each other. Semaphores and event flags are part
of explicit synchronization objects. Semaphore is used to control access of a shared resource. X-RTE contains
two kinds of semaphore: (a) flag semaphore, for resource with single entity, and (b) counting semaphore, for
resource that can hold multiple entities. Event flag helps to synchronize a process with a combination of arbitrary
events. In a multi-processor configuration (b^e chapter 8), the processes on different nodes (or processors) can
share semaphores and event flags. This facility supports process synchronization across tightly coupled nodes.
Synchronization Methods
Explicit

Imp icit

I

I

Cross-stimulation
Flag

Walt-Wake
primitives

—
Event lags

Semap lores

Set-Reset
primitives

Countl:
Counting

Increment-Decrement
primitives

Wait-Set-Reset
primitives

Fig. S . I : Synchronization Methods Supported By X-RTE
> Any of the synchronization methods can be excluded from X-RTE, during its configuratioa Each module,
which implements a synchronization mechanism, also contains program to test integrity of the data structures and
control objects (such as semaphores) used by the module. This helps in achieving fine grain self-supervision of
X-RTE.
S.I. Explicit Synchronization
X-RTE implements cross-stimulation type of explicit synchronization. In this method, a process explicitly
waits for response from another process. The latter process responds by waking up the former process at some
agreed point of execution. Application program can use to following two (wait-wake) primitives of X-RTE:
suspend_process (process identifier),

release jprocess (process identifier).
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Suspend^process stops execution of the calling process till the process corresponding to process
identifier wakes it up. Release jyrocess wakes up the process corresponding to the- process Identifier. A process
can selectively wake up another process or it can wake up all the waiting processes (by setting process identifier
to 0). As a precaution against deadlock conditions, when a. process terminates (normally or abnormally), X-RTE
releases all processes waiting for that process. In addition, if the process terminates abnormally, X-RTE sends an
alarm to all waiting processes with a code process expired. This helps me affected processes to diagnose the
fault and to take appropriate corrective action. Although ISR and exception handlers may issue release_process
system call, X-RTE rejects suspend process system call from these programs. This is another precaution against
potential deadlocks.
Example
In furnace control system, the Routine Log process may give a command to print a line and then wait till
the Printer Driver wakes it up. After printing a line, the Printer Driver wakes up the Routine Log process.
Although using a semaphore or an event flag is a better solution, if X-RTE is configured without those modules,
due to some design constraints, this becomes the only alternate solution available.

5.2. Semaphores
Semaphores «re usually used to control access of shared resources, such as an I/O channel. Some cases
require mutually exclusive access such that, at any time, not more than one process shall be allowed to accoss the
resource. In some other cases, however, the resource can hold more than one entity, subjected to a maximum.
Hence, many processes may simultaneously access the resource, but, at any time, not more than the maximum
number of entities shall be present in the resource. One can use flag semaphore for the former case and counting
semaphore for the latter. The counting semaphore is also useful for co-ordination between processes and
resources with different speeds.
X-RTE contains a pool of flag semaphores and counting semaphores (if these modules are included). The
maximum number of these objects is set at the time of configuration of X-RTE (chapter 11). This is done in order
to avoid dynamic memory allocation. A process shall create a semaphore before that process or any other process
can operate on the semaphore, When a piocess request to create a semaphore, X-RTE allocates an entry from the
semaphore pool (if one is available) and returns an identifier. In all operations of the semaphore, the process must
use this identifier. When a semaphore is no more required, a process can request X-RTE to remove it. X-RTE
deallocate:- the semaphore ?<nd returns it to the pool waiting for further allocation.
A semaphore, flag or counting, can be in one of the two modes: burst mode and FIFO mode. The mode
determines the method of release of processes, which are blocked for the semaphore. In FIFO mode, as the name
signifies, the processes are released in the order in which the processes were blocked In burst mode, all the
blocked processes are simultaneously released and they compete among themselves, according to their priority, to
s - set sem.iphore(no block)
Pi • Ci-t 8<-rn«phorr,(i>roTSB blocked)
r - reset semaphore

w,x,y;z - processes
Priority of (w) > (x) > (y) > (z)
time

w
I

I—^

I

Fig. S.2(a) Semaphore In Burst Mode
^ g . 5-20>) Semaphore In FIFO Mode
operate on the semaphore. The two modes of operation are illustrated in fig. 5.2(a)&(b). The figures clearly
indicate that in burst mode the waiting processes are released according to their priorities and in FIFO mode the
waiting processes are released according to the order in which the processes were blocked. The resource
criticality and its usage determine selection of the mode of a semaphore. If the resource access is to be prioritized
or if the response time of a function that shares a resource is critical, the semaphore must be set in burst mode.
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The advantage of FIFO mode is that it avoids starvation (a common problem in multi-tasking systems, in which
higher priority process hogs the resource) and allows equal share of the resource among processes with different
priorities. The mode of a semaphore is set at the time of its creation; afterwards it cannot be changed
5.2.1.

Flag Semaphore

Flag semaphore may be used to implement mutual exclusive access of resources. At a time, only one
process is given the access permission. If any other process tries to access the resource it is blocked. Only after
the process, which holds the resource, gives it up, can the other process get the access permission. If there are
more than one blocked process, the mode of the semaphore determines which process gets access permission next
time (see the discussion in 5.2). X-RTE provides two primitives for semaphore operation,
setjtemaphore (semaphore identifier), and reset_semaphore (semaphore identifier).
Set_semaphore sets the semaphore, corresponding to semaphore identifier, if it is not already set If the
semaphore is already set, X-RTE blocks the calling process. Thus, once the setsemaphore system call returns,
without any error, the calling process is in control of resource attached to the semaphore identifier.
Reset_scmaphore resets the semaphore, corresponding to the semaphore identifier, and releases all processes
waiting for the semaphore. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the operations on a flag semaphore in the two modes. As a
precaution against deadlock condition, when a process terminates, normally or abnormally, X-RTE automatically
resets all flag semaphores held by that process. Similarly, while reset_semaphore system call is allowed,
setjsemaphore is not allowed from ISR or exception handlers of processes,
A semaphore must be created before it can be operated on. X-RTE provides two primitives:
createJlag_semaphore (mode), and removejlag_semaphore (semaphore identifier).
Create_Jlag_semaphore allocates an entry from a pool of flag semaphores, sets the mode to the given
mode and returns an identifier which must be used for all operations on that semaphore. The mode must be either
burst or FIFO (see 5.2). A separate semaphore must be created for each resource. Remove Jlag_semaphore
deallocates the semaphore entry and returns to the pool. No operation can be done on the removed semaphore.
Example —
-—
For the fiirnace control system assume that Display Driver and Printer Driver are not processes; they are
simply device driver programs. Each of these drivers is used by two processes. The driver design stipulates that
not more than one process must call it at any time. This is a typical mutual exclusive access requirement. Hence,
two semaphores are needed: one for Printer Driver and the other for Display Driver. Since the display refresh
must be done at the desired period, irrespective of other display activities, the corresponding semaphore must be
in burst mode. Since printing is a slow process and to avoid starvation of lower priority processes, the
corresponding semaphore may be set to FIFO mode. The following two system calls accomplish this.
crt_sema_id = createJlagjemaphore (burst);
prt semaid = create Jlagjemaphore (FIFO);
The following piece of code may be used in Command Interpret process and Display Refresh process to
display something on the screen.
sctjseniaphore (crtsemaid);
/* call display driver to output the string on screen */
resetjetnaphore (crt_sema_id);
Similarly, the following piece of code may be used in Command Interpret process and Routine Log
process to print something.
set_semaphore (prt_sema_id);
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/* call printer driver to output something to the printer •/

reset semaphore (prtsemaid);
Since these semaphores are always used, they are not removed.

5.2.2.

Counting Semaphore

Counting semaphore is used when a resource can hold a number of entities subjected to a maximum
number. It is ideal in producer-consumer environment. In this, there are two classes of processes: producer of an
ite.vi and consumer of the item. There may be more than one producer and consumer. The resource is a storage
spare into which the producers can dump items and from which the consumers take out items. A familiar example
is a printing spooler. Programs give command to spool files on to the printer and one or more spoolers takes out
these files and prints it on different printers. The producers and the consumers run at different speeds resulting, in
most cases, accumulation of items in the storage space. The storage space is limited and it cannot hold more than a
maximum number of items. Such an environment requires co-ordination and synchronization of the processes. A
process trying to take out item from an empty Btorage space and a process that tries to put item to an already full
storage space must be blocked. The blocked process must be automatically waken up when an item is put or when
an item is taken out respectively for the above case. The counting semaphore, as implemented in X-RTE, exactly
does this job. At the time of creation of a counting semaphore, the maximum count (equivalent to maximum storage
space) and the mode (see 5.2) must be specified The syntax is,
create_counting_semaphore

(mode, maximum count).

This system call allocates a semaphore from a pool and returns an identifier. This identifier must be used
in all subsequent call to operate on the semaphore. The initial count of a counting semaphore is 0. Two operations
are defined for a counting_semaphore:
increment ^semaphore (semaphore identifier),

decrement_semaphore (semaphore identifier).

p - producer, c-consumer; Priority of (p) > (c'jnaximum storage space = 2
p

c

Storage

^
*

xl
_ ^
Y<*

s
ly-

____ - two entry buffer
* - increment semaphore (no block)
ffl
- increment semaphore (process blocked)
^ - decrement semaphore (no block)
SI - decrement semaphore (process blocked)
It - entry taken from buffer
4| - entry put into buffer

r
Fig. 5.3 : Operation Of Counting Semaphore
Incrementjemaphore
increments the semaphore count provided it does not exceed maximum. If the count
is already maximum (equivalent to putting to a full storage space), the calling process is blocked. This system coll
also releases any process that was blocked while trying to decrement from 0. Decrement jemaphore decrements
the semaphore count provided it is not 0. If the count is 0 (equivalent to reading from empty storage space), the
calling process is blocked. This system call also releases any process that was blocked while trying to increment
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from maximum count. The operations are illustrated in fig. 5.3. The semaphore identifier shall be same as that
returned at the time of creation of the semaphore.
If a counting semaphore is not used anymore, it can be deallocated and returned to the pool by calling,
remove _counting_semaphore (semaphore identifier).
Example
In the furnace control program, Command Interpret process and Display Refresh process may share a
display buffer, from which the Display Driver process retrieves characters and sends them to the VDU. The
former two processes are producers and the latter process is a consumer. A counting semaphore may be created
with maximum count set to the buffer size. Initialization code looks like,

crtbuffsemaid = create_countlng_semaphore (burst, buffer size);
The producers may put characters into the buffer by using the code,
/* put character, to be displayed, into display buffer */

increment_semaphore (crtbuffseinaid);
The Display Driver may use the following program to retrieve characters,
decrement jtcmaphore (crt_buffer_senia_id);
/* retrieve character from buffer and send it to VDU */
Of course, X-RTE provides a much better method for interprocess communication (see chapter 6). Here,
this example is taken only for illustration of counting semaphore functions.

5.2.3.

Event Flags

Co-ordination and synchronization of processes demand different mechanisms to handle different
situations. Event flags facilitate to direct arbitrary events and its combinations for co-ordinated execution of the
processes. A common requirement, for real-time systems, is that a process must wait for any one of a number
given events or all of a given number of events before it can start execution. Event flag is a solution for this type
of synchronization needs.
An event flag is a 16-bit number which can hold upto 15 events (see fig. 5.4). Each bit of the event flag,
named an event bit, corresponds to an
X
event. A process can set an event by
.
sotting the corresponding event bit.
*
^
Similarly, a process can reset an event,
Unused
Event bits
read the events that are set, and wait for
Fig. 5.4 Event Flag
an event or a combination of events. The correspondence of the events and the event bits is user defined; X-RTE
does not assume any relationship. The co-ordinating processes must agree on this relationship.
Like in the caue of semaphores, event flag must be first created before it can be used A number of
processes, related or unrelated, may share an event flag. X-RTE ensures that concurrent operation on event flags
does not cause unintended side effects. The primitives related with creation and removal of event flag are:

1

create_eventjlag

Q,

1 1

remove_event_JJag (event flag identifier).

Create jeventjlag allocates an event flag from a pool of event flags and returns an identifier, if there is
no error. Subsequent system calls for operation on the event flag must use the identifier.
Removejzventjlag
deallocates and returns the event flag to the pool. X-RTE defines four operations on an event flag:
set_event (eventflag identifier, events)

, wait_for_event (eventflag identifier, events, condition),
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reset_event (eventflag identifier, events), get_event (event flag Identifier)
Set_event sets the given event bits in the event flag correspondins to the Identifier. If any process is
waiting for some events and if the events and the condition are satisfied, those processes are waken up.
WaitJorj.vent blocks the calling process till the specified events are Bet under the specified condition.
Condition should be OR or AND. If the condition is OR, the process is waken up when any of the specified
events occurs. If the condition is AND, the process is released only if all the specified events occur. Reset_event
resets the specified event bits. As X-RTE does not automatically reset any event, this is required to receive Hie
next instance of an event Get_event returns the event flag contents, giving information about all events that are set
in the specified event flag.

In tlie furnace control system, Signal Scan and Control system processes may share an event flag. The
events of the event flag correspond to different conditions of the inputs (lost signals, irrational signals, normal
etc.). After generation of the output, Control System process waits for one of these processes. When any event
occurs, depending on the event it executes a different routine. The foil owing piece of code illustrates mis.
Initialization:

sigeventid = create eventJlag ();
Signal Scon process:
/* scan the input and set the condition in variable signalstatus */
set_event (sigeventjd, signalstatus);
Control System process:
do (always) {
•waitjbr_event (sig_event_id, events, OR);
newevents =get_event (sig_event_id);
reset _event (sig_event id, events);
/* depending on the contents of newevents execute different programs */
}
Iu order to assure reliability of the system, the furnace control system software may need to supervise
frequency of execution of the processes. This may be done by creating a self-test process (not shown in fig. 2.3),
which waits for occurrence of a number of events (AiVD-ed). A process, under supervision, sets one of these
events after it has successfully completed its task. Tims the adf-supervision process resumes execution only if all
these events have occurred; i.e. after all the relevant processes have been executed. The self-test process may
define a timeout to handle the condition when some process violates the execution requirement
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6".

Interprocess Communication

In a multi-tasking system a function or a task is accomplished by co-ordinated execution of a number of
processes. Naturally, the co-ordinating processes may need to exchange data. Hie simplest and the most
unreliable melhod is to use shared memory for data exchange. Sharing of global variables increases the coupling
between the processes and, hence, is not recommended for a good design. X-RTE provides a clean, efficient,
flexible, and reliable method for interprocess communication in the form of Queues. The Queue, which X-RTE
supports, combines the features and power of mail boxes and messages (typical two solutions available in most
other OSs). Queue is a general purpose storage space with FIFO behaviour. The unique feature of the Queue is
that it can hold different types of data. The co-ordinating process can write into the queue and read from the
queue. X-RTE accomplishes all the synchronization, storage control, and access control requirements associated
with these operations. In a very general context, the queue can be thought of as a storage space shared by
producers, to dump items into, and consumers, to take out items from. X-RTE uses counting semaphore for queue
read/write operations. Hence, that module must be included in X-RTE in order to use Queues.
A queue control structure must be created before it can be used for interprocess communication. The
syntax for the creation primitive is,
createjjueue

(begin_address, datajype,

maximum jjntries).

This allocates an entry from a pool of queue control structures and returns an identifier which shall be
used in subsequent operations of the queue. Begin jiddress is starting address of a memory block, in user space,
to store entries of the queue. The process shall not directly access this area Datajype is type of the data stored
in the queue. X-RTE allows one of the four typos: integer, jl oat, character, and pointer. Once specified upon
creation, the datajype of the queue cannot be altered. The data put into the queue and read from the queue, by the
processes, must of the same type as the queue. Maximum_entries specifies maximum number of the data of the
given type which the memory block can hold. This number is determined by the memory block size and the
datajype. It must be fixed based upon the expected traffic of data through me queue.
If a Queue is no more used in the system, the control structure can be returned to the pool by calling,
remove jjueue (queue identifier).
X-RTE defines two operations on a queue:
writequeue (queue identifier, data pointer).

read_queue (queue identifier, data pointer).

Write jjueue puts the data pointed by data pointer into the queue corresponding to queue identifier. If the
queue is full, X-RTE blocks the process till some other process takes out an entry from the queue. If any
process(es) was waiting for data from the queue, X-RTE wakes up that process(es). Rcadjjueue takes out one
entry from the queue and stores in memory pointed by data pointer. If the queue is empty, X-RTE blocks the
process. If some process(es) was waiting because of a full queue, X-RTE wakes up that process(es).
As is clear from this description, X-RTE provides the best possible interprocess communication with
automatic control of operation and flexibility to use different datatypes.
Example
The furnace control system requires a number of channels for interprocess communications. Signal Scan
process and Control system process require one channel to transfer signal conditioned input values. Also,
Command Interpret process and Routine Log process may share a queue to transfer data to printer driver for
printing. Although there are other cases of queues only these two are considered in this example. Since the
conditioned signal values are usually in floating point format, the corresponding queue will have type float. As far
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as the printer driver is concerned it is better to pass messages rather than characters. Hence, that queue must be of
type pointer. This results in the following pieces of code (ampersand '&' indicates memory pointer):
Initialization:
aigqueue = create queue (&sig_values,./7oetf, 10);
mes_queue = create_queue (Sanwsages,pointer, 20);
Signal Scan process:
J* after signal conditioning of a set of data, for each data */
wrttejjueue (sig_queue, &data_value[i]);
Control System process:
I* for each data expected from Signal Scan process */
readjjueue (sigqueue, &data_value[i]);
Command Interpret process or Routine Log process:
/* if a message is to be seat to the printer */
v/rtte_queue (mes_queue, &message_x);
Printer Driver process:
do (forever) {
readjjueue (mes_queue, &message);
/* send 'message' to the printer */
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7.

Device I/O Support

A real-time system interacts with several external devices such as terminals and printers. Usage of device
drivers makes the interaction with such external devices more generic. This also makes the program portable to
other compatible hardware platforms. Typical examples are the device drivers of DOS and UNIX operating
systems. X-RTE does not contain any device drivers to
keep it independent of the underlying hardware.
Keyboard VDU Printer
However, it supports device I/O through a number of
interface functions. These functions interface the
processes with the user supplied device drivers. Fig.
7.1 illustrates relation between these functions and the
Terminal
Printer
application software. All the blocks with solid outline
Driver
Driver
1 X-RTE Devicij
(ISRs, device drivers, and processes) are user defined
i
I
]/0 functionsi
(or application) software. The external devices, such as
-X
|Proceag-4
terminals and printers, interact with their ISRs. The
ISRs, in turn, interacts with the corresponding device
Jig. 7.1: Device I/O functions Of X-RTE
drivers and X-RTE transparently connects the device
drivers with the processes. At present, X-RTE supports only character oriented devices (and not block devices).
A unique feature of X-RTE is that it allows process*?)? to lock a device such that no other process will be allowed
to use the device until the process unlocks the device. This feature allows a process to 'grab' the keyboard such
that only after the user responds to that process the other processes receive input from the keyboard. It also
facilitates printing of very long logs, running into many pages, without other messages, generated from other
processes, appearing in between. X-RTE uses flag semaphore for device I/O functions. Hence, that module must
be included in X-RTE to use the I/O functions.
A device control structure must be created before a device can be used The syntax for that system call is.
open jfevice (device number, device attribute).
This allocates a device control structure from a pool and returns a device* identifier. Device jiumber is a
unique integer number that the application software assigns to that device and which is recognised by the device
drivers. X-RTE does not use this number, however it passes this number to the user written device driver.
Devicejittribute specifies the I/O characteristics of the device. X-RTE provides four options: readonly,
writeonly, readahead, witelate. A device cannot have both read and write access. Readonly and writeonly
option makes X-RTE to do the I/O immediately. Readahead makes X-RTE buffer the input till a Carriage Return
is detected and then only the control is given back to the process. Writelate buffers the output operation such that
only after a Carriage Return, is the device driver called to output the complete line.
If a device is not used anymore, the structure can be deallocated by,
close_dcvice (device identifier).
X-RTE provides a host of I/O functions on the devices.
readc_device (device identifier)
v/ritec_device (device identifier)
readln_device (device identifier, no_of_chars, block_address)
writesjdevice (device attribute, no_of_chars, block_address)
readjievice (device attribute, no_of_chars, block_address)
write_device (device attribute, no_of_chars, block_address)
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Readc device and writecjievice do single character I/O. Readln jievice reads a string terminated by
carriage returns and returns the string. Writes device outputs a null terminated string. Read jievice and
write device do I/O of a given number of characters.
If it is required to make exclusive access of a device, a process can lock the device. After completing the
job, the process can unlock the device so that the other processes can now access the device. The primitives for
this function are:
lock device (device Identifier) '
unlockjievice (device identifier)
As a precaution against deadlocks, when a process terminates (normally or abnormally), X-RTE unlocks
all the devices locked by that process.
So far we have discussed about the device I/O functions of X-RTE. These functions are called by the
processes and satisfy one part of the interface (see fig. 5.5). The other part of the interface is between X-RTE and
the device drivers. X-RTE calls the following three user written device driver functions:
stream read (device number, character address)
stream _y/rite (device number, block address, no _of'chars)
stream_ctrl (device number, mode)
All the above functions are part of application software. The device number used in these calls is same as
the device number specified at the time of creation of the device control structure (by using open jievice call).
Tiiis number facilitates the routine to identify the concerned device and call appropriate device driver.
Stream_read must return a character to the memory pointer by character address. X-RTE calls this when.a
process issues the system call read... jievice. Stream_write must output a block of noof chars characters to the
specified device. X-RTE calls this when a process issues the system call write... jievice. X-RTE calls
stream _ctrl only at the time of opening and closing of a device; mode differentiates the condition (open or close).
Example
Assume thai me furnace control system has a terminal driver and a printer driver which are supplied by
the vendor. The application programmer needs to write the device driver functions to interface these drivers to XRTE. The same device luunber(l) is used for keyboard & display since it is attached to the same device (i.e. the
terminal). Routine Log process locks (he printer so that unless the logging in over, no other message is printed
from any oilier process. In device driver functions (streamwrite etc.), the program checks the device number to
identify the device and to take appropriate action. The following pieces of code illustrate the usage of device I/O
functions of X-RTE in the furnace control system.
Initialization:
kbdevice = open jievice (I, reaiiahead); /* for keyboard input */
crdevice = open device (1, witeonly); I* for VDU */
pr_device = open device (2, writelate); /* for printer */
Command Interpret process:
/* to wait for a command from keyboard*/
readlnjievice (kbdevice, &kb_buffer)
I* analyse the kbbuffer and execute the command */
/* to output a message on VDU */
writes jievice (crdevice, &message);
/* to output a message to the printer */
writesjievice (prdevice, &message);
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Routine Log process:
lock_device (pr_device);
/* all the messages below will be printed aans interruption •/
do (all messages not over){
writes_device (pr_device, message);
}
/* as tlie routine logging is over, unlock the device */
unlockjlevice (pr device);
Device driver functions:
Stream_read:
/* call vedor supplied tenninal driver to get a character •/
return tlie character,
Stream_vvTite:
IF {device number is 1) /* VDU */
/* call tenninal driver to output the string to VDU */
ELSE/*printer*/
/* call printer driver to output the string */
ENDJF
Stream_ctrl:
IF {mode is open)
IF {device number is 1)
/* call tenninal driver to initialize the connection •/
ELSE /* call printer driver to initialize printer port */
ENDIF
. ELSE /* mode is dose */
IF {device number is 2)
/* call printer driver to print an end-of-job message */
ENDIF
ENDIF
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8.

Multiprocessor Support

The number of functions accomplished by software and its complexity are dramatically increasing over the
years. This increased functionality demands higher processing power of microprocessors. One solution could be
usage of better and faster processor for each new application. However, in an environment of standardised and
customised microcomputer hardware, quick change over from one processor to another or from one
microcomputer bus to another is impossible. Hence, one needs to find a solution to provide a number of new and
complex functions by using the existing standard hardware. Multiprocessing seems to be the best solution. In this,
partition the complete software functions into different functional groups, such as networking, signal processing,
terminal handling etc., and allocate these groups on to different processors. This not only increases the throughput
but simplifies the software. Since software reliability is related to simplicity of the software, this 'a\ proach
increases the reliability and the predictability. Although multiprocessing simplifies individual software partitions,
an added complexity is the communication between processors. According to the type of interprocessor
communication channels the multiprocessing systems fall into tliree categories: tightly-coupled, loosely coupled,
and hybrid. Tightly-coupled configuration uses a global shared memory; any processor can write into it and any
processor can read from it. Loosely-coupled systems use data communication channels (serial or parallel) for
interprocessor communication. Hybrid system uses a mixture of these two methods. At present, X-RTE supports
tightly-coupled multiprocessor configuration, yet, its layered structure allows easy adaptation to other
configurations.
As mentioned in introduction, X-RTE was to meet the requirement of a supervisory software for the
standardised microcomputer hardware developed in Reactor Control Division (see chapter 2). This standardised
hardware, built around Intel 8086/88 processors, supports a variant of tightly-coupled microcomputer
architecture. In this, a node consists of a master processor and one or more slave processors. The master
processor shares separate dual-ported memory with each slave processor. The slave processors do not share
memory between themselves, i.e. there is no direct communication, using memory, between the slave processors.
Fig. 8.1 illustrates atypical node, which implements the standardised multiprocessor architecture.

Digital
Signal
Processor

Master
CPU

DPM-3

Terminal
Handling
Processor

DPM-2
Network
Access
Processor

DPM - Dual-Ported Memory

Fig. 8.1 : Typical Multiprocessor Configuration
In this configuration the master CPU offloads subsidiary fimctions, such as signal processing, networking
etc., on to the slave processors. Each slave processor communicates to the master CPU through dedicated dualported memory. The master CPU controls execution of the software on the slave processors to achieve the
required functionality. X-RTE may be used in this configuration for co-ordination and synchronization of
processes (the software programs) across the processors (the hardware machines). Multiprocessor support
module of X-RTE is well structured and layered. This is illustrated in fig. 8.2.
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Shared
Counting Semaphores

Fig. 8.2 : Multiprocessor Support Of X-RTE
The hardware interface module implements the lowest level program to control access to the shared
memory hardware. Basic Shared Object Access implements a common mechanism to manipulate all types of
objects resident on shared memory. Remote Process Control takes care of lowest level mechanism to co-ordinate
and synchronize processes across shared memory. As is clear from the figure, X-RTE supports sharing of event
flags and bolh types of semaphores between processes on different processors. It must be clear, without
mentioning, that a copy of X-RTE, with multiprocessor support module, must be running on all the processors of
the multiprocessor configuration.
8.1. Multiprocessor Configuration Information
During initialization of X-RTE, the application program must provide details of the multiprocessor
configuration. This information shall contain,
•

identifier of the host node,

and for each node with which it shares memory,
the identifier of the remote node,
maximum number of shared flag semaphores
maximum number of shared counting semaphores
maximum number of shared event flags
starting address of a block of free shared memory
Each node in the multiprocessor configuration must posses a unique one byte identifier. The initialization
information must contain identifier of the host node and all other nodes with which it shares memory. These
identifiers must be consistent For example, the host node identifier and remote node identifier defined at a slave
processor must be respectively the remote node identifier (of that slave node) and host node identifier defined at
me master processor. Next, define maximum" number of shared objects. If some objects are not required, set the
number to 0. These numbers mast be consistent across the. shared memory. The application must set aside some
area in shared memory to hold maximum number of all the specified shared objects. Applicaiion program must not
directly access this area; but, it is at liberty to access any other part of the shared memory. The application
program must provide, X-RTE, with starting address of this block of free area in shared memory. X-RTE creates
shared objects on this free space. Application program must supply this information before it can create shared
objects. Next, we will talk about each layers shown in fig. 8.2.
8.2. Hardware Interface
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In a multiprocessor system, the underlying hardware often supports control of shared memory access. It
restricts simultaneous) access of soihvare from more than one processor. Tliis mechanism is essential for
consistent operation of the communication channel between the processors. Li X-RTE, a separate module
implements the interface with the hardware. Thib allows easy porting of X-RTE on different hardware platforms.
8.3. Basic Shared Object Access
This module implements a uniform method to access different types of shared objects, such as semaphores
and event flags. Upper layer modules of each object use these basic methods for manipulation of the specific
objects. Separation of this function allows easy adaptation of X-RTE to include more types of shared objects in
the future.
8.4. Remote Process Control
Operation on the shared objects result in blocking and unblocking of processes across the boundaries of a
processor. Hence, some mechanism must exist to control execution of these processes on different processors. XRTE uses a number of shared queues to wake up or to send alarm to processes across shared memory. These
queue are resident on shared memory and are manipulated by X-RTE. A system program, called remote
scheduler, on each node periodically reads these queues and signals the concerned processes on that node.
Remote scheduler program is called from a demon which is executed whenever X-RTE receives a timer intemipt
(see chapter 4). Separation of this function allows X-RTE to adapt to different types of remote process control.
8.5. Shared Flag Semaphore
A number of processes across a shared memory can share a flag semaphore to implement mutual exclusive
access of some resource, which is accessible to both the nodes. X-RTE transparently controls execution of the
processes. The system call that creates shared semaphore is different from that of local semaphore. All other
system calls can be used for local semaphores as well as shared semaphores. X-RTE distinguishes the objects
from the identifier. The application program must create a shared flag semaphore before it can be used. The
system call is,
create sharedJlag

semaphore (node identifier, name)

Node identifier is identifier of the remote node with which to share the semaphore. This must be one of the
remote node identifiers specified in multiprocessor configuration information. Name is an ASCII string, which
must uniquely identify the specified semaphore. The application programs on both sides of a shared memory must
issue this call with the same name to share a semaphore. Since programs execute asynchronously on different
processors, X-RTE allows calling of this function any number of times; with the same name it results in allocation
of memory only once. The first system call results in allocation of a shared memory block to hold the semaphore.
All other calls only increase the number of references to the semaphore object. One difference, of shared
semaphore from local semaphore is that it does not allow one to set the mode (FIFO or burst). Shared semaphore
operates only in FIFO mode. If burst mode is allowed, the processes on one processor only will get access of the
resource all the time. This system call returns an identifier which must be used in all subsequent calls of operation
on that semaphore. X-RTE transparently takes care of local and shared semaphores. That is, all calls with the
same name, as explained in chapter 6 for local semaphore, can be used for shared semaphore as well. To remove
a shared semaphore use,
remove_semaphore (semaphore identifier).
The only difference from local semaphore is that to remove and deallocate a shared semaphore, the system
call to remove it must be given as many times as it was created. With each call to remove the semaphore, the
reference count is decremented and when the count becomes zero it is deallocated from shared memory. This is
similar to 'links' in UNIX systems. Setting and resetting of semaphore can be done by the same system calls (see
chapter 6),
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set_semaphare (semaphore identifier),

reset^semaphore (semaphore identifier).

8.6. Shared Counting Semaphore
Processes across a shared memory can share a counting semaphore as in the case of flag semaphore. The
system call that creates shared counting semaphore ic different from that of local semaphore. All other system
calls can be used for local semaphores as well as shared semaphores. X-RTE distinguishes the objects from the
identifier. The application program must create a shared counting semaphore before it caii be used. The system
call is,
create_shared_counting_semaphore

(node identifier, name, maximum count)

Node identifier is identifier of the remote node with which to share the semaphore. This must be one of Ihe
remote node identifiers specified in multiprocessor configuration information. Name is an ASCII string, which
must uniquely identify the specified semaphore. The application programs on both sides of a shared memory must
issue this call with the same name to share a semaphore. Since programs execute asynchronously on different
processors, X-RTE allows calling of this fiinction any number of times; with the same name it results in allocation
of memory only once. The first system call results in allocation of a shared memory block to hold the semaphore.
All other calls only increase the number of references to the semaphore object. One difference of shared
semaphore from local semaphore is that it does not allow one to set the mode {FIFO or burst). Shared semaphore
operates only in FIFO mode. If burst mode is allowed, the processes on one processor only will get access of the
resource all the time. This system call returns an identifier which must be used in all subsequent calls of operation
on that semaphore. X-RTE transparently takes care of local and shared semaphores. That is, all calls with the
same name, as explained in chapter 6 for local semaphore, can be used for shared semaphore. To remove a shared
semaphore use,
remove ^semaphore (semaphore identifier).
Hie only difference from local semaphore is that to remove and deallocate a shared semaphore, the system
call to remove it must be given as many times as it was created. With each call to remove th? semaphore, the
reference count is decremented and when the count becomes zero it is deallocated from shared memory. As with
local semaphores, shared counting semaphore allows the following operations (see chapter 6),
increment ^semaphore (semaphore identifier),

decrement^semaphore

(semaphore identifier).

8.7. Shared Event Flag
Processes across a shared memory can share an event flag to transmit control across processors. This may
be used to indicate end of some activity or to initiate some activity on another node. X-RTE transparently controls
execution of the processes. The system call that creates shared event flag is different from that of local event flags.
All other system calls can be used for local event flags as well as shared event flags. X-RTE distinguishes the
objects from the identifier. The application program must create a shared event flag before it can be used The
system call is,

create_shared_eventjlag (node Identifier, name)
Node identifier is identifier of the remote node with which to share the semaphore. This must be one of the
remote node identifiers specified in multiprocessor configuration information. Name is an ASCII string, which
must uniquely identify the specified event flag. The application programs on both sides of a shared memory must
issue this call with the same name to share an event flag. Since programs execute asynchronously on different
processors, X-RTE allows calling of this function any number of times; with the same name it results in allocation
of memory only once. The first system call results in allocation of a shared memory block to hold the event flag.
All other calls only increase the number of references to the event flag object. This system call returns an
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identifier which must be used in all subsequent colls of operation on that event flag. X-RTE transparently takes
care of local and shared event flags. That is, all calls with the same name, as explained in chapter 6 for local
event flag, can be used for shared event flag as well. To remove a shared event flag use,
remove_event flag (eventflag identifier).
The only difference from local event flag is thai to remove and deallocate a shared event flag this Bystem
call must be given as many times as it was created. With each call to remove the event flag, the reference count is
decremented and when the count becomes zero it is deallocated from shared memory. As in case of local event
flags, the operations on shared event flag are(see chapter 6):
set event (event flag identifier, events)
reset_event (event flag identifier, events mask)
waitjbr_event (eventflag Identifier, events) getjsvent (eventflag identifier)
Example
Let us try to redefine the configuration of the furnace control system in order to illustrate the utilities of XRTE mentioned in this chapter. Consider the following requirements:
The furnace control system shall use advanced adaptive control for optimum operation of the plant.
The furnace control shall periodically transmit information, about itself and the plant, to a station
master computer through an ethernet LAM.
To Increase reliability, the furnace control system may be
equipped with a backup processor. The outputs of the main processor and the backup processor must be
compared before control outputs are generated.
One may use a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) for adaptive control. The DSP processor board shares
dual-ported memory with main CPU board as shown in fig 8.1. For LAN access one uses a LAN controller and
for dynamic redundancy one uses a backup processor, each functioning from a separate node but connected to die
main processor. The configuration is similar to thai shown in fig. 8.1, except that instead of terminal handler node,
here we have a backup processor. One can use an event flag to start DSP operation and another event on the same
event flag to indicate that results are available from DSP. The messages to be sent via LAN may be loaded onto
shared memory and a counting semaphore may be used for synchronization between processes on main processor
and that on LAN controller. The main processor and the backup processor shares the same input ports. Mutual
exclusive access of these input ports may be implemented by using a shared flag semaphore. The following pieces
of code illustrate the concepts.
On main processor
Shared Memory Information:
hostnode id= 1,
remote node-1 id = 2, only one shared event flag, all others absent I* DSP processor •/
remote node-2 id = 3, only one shared counting semaphore, all others absent /* LAN processor */
remote node-3 id = 4, only one shared flag semaphore, all others absent /* Backup processor */
Initialization:
I* initialize with the above defined shared information "7
dspeventid = createsharedeventflag (2, "DSPevents");
lan_sema_id = create_shared_counting_semaphore (3, "LANsema", 5);
inpsemaid = create_shared_flag_semaphore (4, "PORTsetna");
Control System process:
I* load shared memory with data, ask DSP to start some calculation & wait for results */
resetevent (dspeventid, 2);
set_event (dsp_event_id, 1);
wait_for_event (dspeventjd, 2);
I* it comas back only after DSP seta event 2 */
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Routine Log process:
IF (time to send information to LAN)
FOR (all messages)
/* load message in Bhared memory */
increment_seinaphore (lansema id);
ENDFOR
ENDIF

Input Scan process:
setsemaphore (inp_sema_id);
/* read me inputs & store values •/
resetsemaphore (inpseniaid);
On DSP processor
Multiprocessor Configuration Information:
host node id. = 2
remote node id = I, only one shared event flag, none others /• main processor •/
Initialization:
/* initialize with the above defined shared information */
event id = createsharedeventflag (1, "DSPevents");
Adaptive Control process:
reset_event (eventid, 2);
waitforevent (eventid. 1);
/* control returns when main processor setB the event •/
/* do adaptive control program and store results in shared memory •/
set event (eventjd, 2);
On LAN processor
Multiprocessor Configuration Information:
host node id. = 3
remote node id = I, only one shared counting semaphore, none others /* main processor •/
Initialization:
I* initialize with the above defined shared information */
semaid = createaharedcountingsemaphore (1, "LANsema");
LAN dispatch process:
do (forever) {
decrementsemaphore (semaid);
/* process blocked till routine log process on main processor puts some message */
/* read the message from shared memory and send it */
On Backup processor
Multiprocessor Configuration Information:
host node id. =4
remote node id = 1, only one shared flag semaphore, none others /* main processor */
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Initialization:
I* initialize with the above defined soared information •/
semaid = create_shared_flag_Bemaphore (1, TORTsema");
Input Scan process on Backup processor:
set_semaphore (semajd);
/*read the inputs & store values */
reset_semaphore (aemaid);
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9.

Self-Test FacBity

X-RTE may be used in safety-critical and safety-related systems. One of the important and primary
attributes of software related to safety is a facility to supervise it self Since X-RTE, or for that matter any
supervisory software, is part of the complete software executing on a safety system the same attribute applies to
that also. This attribute enables development of highly reliable and safe application software through
implementation of fault tolerant and fail-safe features. X-RTE supports self-supervision in the form of plausibility
checks, deadlock avoidance, and routine data integrity checks.
9.1. Plausibility Checks
All X-RTE programs thai implement system calls validate the inputs before proceeding. For example, it
checks whether a process identifier is within the applicable range, whether a semaphore identifier is within the
applicable range and whether the semaphore is allocated, etc. In some cases, it checks whether the called process
is entitled to issue the system call. It alao checks overflow of some input conversioa
9.2. Deadlock Avoidance Features
A deadlock is a condition which stops, forever, execution of one or more processes, and some times the
complete software. A number of precautions are built into the X-RTE design to minimise the occurrence of
deadlocks. Some of these design features are given below.
A process cannot wait for another process, if that process is dormant
When a process terminates, all flag semaphores held by that process are automatically reBet
When a process terminates, all devices locked by that process are automatically unlocked
When a process abnormally terminates, all processes waiting for that are released and an alarm is sent
X-RTE rejects system calls that may block a process, if called from ISR or exception handler of a process
9.3. Data Integrity Check
X-RTE supports testing of all its internal data. This includes integrity checking of process control
structures, event Hags, and semaphores. The process control structures are tested by using checksums (for fixed
data) and by validating the current state against invariant relations among related data structures. For example, if a
process is sleeping, the process's entry must be present in the sleep list Similarly, if a process is waiting for a
semaphore, its entry must be present in waiting list of that semaphore. The semaphores and event flags are tested
by plausibility check of its current state. For example, a free semaphore shall contain an empty waiting list
An application program can initiate self-testing of X-RTE by making a system call,
test_object (object identifier).
Object identifier identifies which object(s) is to be tested. It could be ALL (to test all objects),
CONTROL (only process control objects), FLAGJSMAPHORS, COUTINGJEMAPHORE, or ElrENT_FLAG.
If any error is found in any of these data structures, it cleans the data and calls an application written program
calls general exception handler (see below). The test_object may be called from a periodically executed selfsupervision program of the application software.
9.4. General Exception Handler
The application software must contain a program with name RTE_exception, which X-RTE calls when it
detects an error in the software. This is a general exception handler intended to take care of global errors that
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affect the whole sofiware. This is different from exception process which is attached to a process and which is
invoked when an alarm is sent to that process. "When X-RTE calls the genera) exception handler, it supplies a
code which indicates the reason for exception. The syntax is,
RTE_exceptlon (exception code).
The exception code indicates one of the errors given below.
Missing RTE function (due to exclusion of a required module-see chapter 11)
Missing application function (see chapter 7)
Data corrupted
Resource exhausted (e.g. no more free semaphore for allocation)
Invalid input to system call
Stack overflow
The decision is lefi to the application program whether to continue execution or to restart the sofiware.
This depends on the implementation of the program RTE_exception.
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10.

Miscellaneous Features

10.1. Debugging Support
The real time systems are extremely difficult to debug as asynchronous events occurring in the system
influence execution of the processes in complicated ways. The debugging effort starts when the software
malfunctions. Sometimes the erroneous software crashes the system. For software with sequential execution what
is done is to put breakpoints at several intermediate stages and execute the software along with inspection of the
program state at the breakpoints. This way, it is possible to close down on the region where the fault is present
This method cannot be applied to a real time software because of several reasons. Foremost among the problems
is that, in most cases, re-execution of the program may not lead to the same erroneous state. This is because the
fault, present in the software, might lead to an error only when certain asynchronous events occur in some
sensitive state of the software. The other problem with debugging real time software is that it is just not possible
to put breakpoints at any desired place as it may affect overall execution of the software, there by jeopardizing
the .very purpose of the breakpoints.
One method of debugging real time system is known as backtracing. In this method, during execution of the
software its activity, in the form of data operations or control transfers etc., is recorded in a data base. This data
base is called trace. When the software malfunctions, the trace is consulted and the events or operations done by
Hie software, before the failure, are deciphered. From this information it is possible to go back in the trace and try
to locate the fault. To implement a full-fledged tracing it requires support from the compiler and the debugger. As
this support was not available it was decided to implement the tracing mechanism with a simplistic approach.
Moreover, the tracing mechanism puts overhead to the software execution and it may not be needed after the
software is tested. Hence, it is given as an option at the compile time, of X-RTE, to include or exclude the debug
facility.
X-RTE supports the tracing by recording certain events in the sequence they have occurred. The program
that loads this information onto the database is included at appropriate places in the RTE routines. The trace data
base is made available to any process through a system call. The data base stores the information in an abstract
form: a utility program interprets this information and presents it in a manner understandable to a programmer.
The information stored in the trace are: any X-RTE request (system call) from application, exception
invoked by X-RTE to the application, and instances of blocking and unblocking (resumption) of processes. When
a request is made to X-RTE three things can happen: RTE services the request completely and the process
resumes execution, the called process is blocked for want of resource or because of the request it self( like
suspend for a time, call to stop process etc.), or an exception is invoked by X-RTE. All these events are recorded
in the trace. The information stored in the trace are,
•
•
•

identifier of the request
process id. of the called process
two parameters of the request (maximum)

Examples of parameters are process identifier in an invocation request, time interval in a timeout request,
etc. It does not store parameters that are addresses of some data. To read contents of the trace, use the system call,

getjrace (trace address).
Trace address is starting address of a memory block where the trace data is stored. This data may be
saved on a secondary storage device for analysis. A utility program, called showjrace, supplied with X-RTE
may be used to print contents of the trace, which is stored on a secondary storage device. Showjrace lists the
trace contents in chronological order. Showjrace runs under MS-DOS.
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10.2. Hardware Independence
X-RTE does not assume any particular hardware except for the multiprocessor configuration. It can be
compiled and run on different hardware platforms. Most of the program is written in C-language which can be
easily ported to other hardware. However, some part of X-RTE, less than 10%, is written in assembly-level
language of Intel 8086 microprocessor. This part of the code will have to be re-coded for porting X-RTE to other
microprocessors. Great care is taken during design of X-RTE to allow easy porting to other hardware platforms.
The modules of X-RTE are functionally cohesive, such that porting of the software requires changing at a few
easily identifiable procedures only. The layered structure of multiprocessor support, as detailed in chapter 8,
allows fast adaptation to multiprocessor configurations other than that presently implemented in X-RTE.
Since interrupts aud ISRs depend on the particular hardware platform, X-RTE does not contain any ISRs.
. However, X-RTE supports user written ISRs which is part of the application program. X-RTE allows the ISRs to
issue any system call, except for those with potential deadlock conditions. That is, ISRiB treated just like any
process: it can invoke any process, it can reset a semaphore, it can set an event etc. The only restriction is that an
ISR must be sandwiched between the system calls (see chapter 3),
registerJSR (START) and

registerJSR (END).

A context switch may take place at the end of the outermost ISR in nested ISRs. For time management XRTE requires a periodic timer interrupt, the occurrence of which the application program can indicate by calling
(see chapter 4),
registerJSR (TIMER).
10.3. Fault-tolerant Features
X-RTE contains sufficient utilities for the application program to develop software implemented faulttolerance (SIFT). SIFT technology requires a number of minimum steps for fault-tolerance: fault-detection, retry,
fault-diagnosis, recovery, restart, and reconllguration(if required). X-RTE supports fault detection through selfsupervision (mentioned in chapter-9) and execution time violation checks (chapter-4). X-RTE contains facility to
initiate a fault handling program when either X-RTE or the application program detects an error. If X-RTE detects
a global error, such as corrupted data, it calls an application program called RTEexception with the error code.
If an error affects only one process alarm (chapter 3) may be used to initiate the error handler of that process. The'
error handler, called exception process, is equivalent to a process and may be different for different processes.
The next two stages of fault-tolerance, namely retry and fault-diagnosis, may be implemented in the error handlers
(global or the individual process's). An exception process may act as a recovery block in true sense of a SIFT
technique. Finally, in case of unrecoverable and fatal errors; X-RTE allows smooth and error free restarting of XRTE and the processes (chapter 3).
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11.

Configuration and Packaging

11.1. Configuration
Modules Selection
One of the primary concerns during development of X-RTE was how to design it so as to retain only the
essential functions for an applicatioa This is a requirement for supervisory software used in safety-critical
systems[2]. X-RTE contains a lot of functions, all of which may not be required for an applicatioa Hence, it 6hall
be possible to scale down X-RTE, for an application, by including the essential functions and excluding the
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Fig. 11.1: Different Modulei Of X-RTE
unnecessary functions. Fig. 11.1 illustrates the hierarchy of different modules that constitute X-RTE. The blocks
within solid lines indicate mandatory modules. The kernel and self-test modules are always present in X-RTE.
Hashed boxes indicate optional modules, which can be excluded while configuring X-RTE. The modules at the
same level are independent of each other, one can include/exclude a module irrespective of the other modules.
The solid lines that connect some of the boxes indicate dependencies. An upper layer module requires all the
lower modules to which it is connected by solid lines. For example, if shared counting semaphore is included in
X-RTE, the counting semaphore module and the temporal module also must be included. For a particular
application one can configure X-RTE by selecting of any one or more modules shown in fig. 11.1 subjected to t(>.e
dependency condition described above. For this purpose, one needs to edit only a single file, namely
selmodule8.h. Subsequent compilation of X-RTE includes only the specified modules. By mistake, if the
application program calls a function of a module, which is not included, X-RTE calls general exception handler
with an error code (seo section 9.4).
Setting Parameters
X-RTE allows setting of a number of parameters during its configuration. Some of these parameters are
defined by the environment while others are tuneable. The parameters uniquely fixed by the environment are:
•
•

Number of timer ticks per second
Software interrupt used for control transfer from application to X-RTE and vice-versa
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The number of timer ticks per second tells how many times registerJSR (TIMER) (see chapter 4) will be
called per second. This number is used for time management by X-RTE. The second parameter is used for stand
alone version of X-RTE (see section 11.2). Listed below are the tuneable parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum length of names used for processes, objects etc.
maximum number of periodic processes allowed
maximum number of shared memory allowed
maximum number of processes allowed
maximum number of flag semaphore, counting semaphore and event flags allowed
maximum number of queues and devices allowed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maximum number of timeouts checks pending at any time
maximum number of processes waiting for an same object at any time
maximum number of invocations to a process pending at any time
maximum number of entries in shared schedule queues
maximum number of shared objects (total) allowed
whether to check for stack overflow
maximum number of elements stored in trace

There is always some lower limit to the tuneable values. In general, one selects a conservative value
which is much higher than the minimum. This results in larger memory requirement It is possible to reduce die
memory requirement and make X-RTE a little faster by setting the tuneable parameters to a lower value, but not
less than the minimum. For example, if only one semaphore will be ever used in a system, it is better to set the
corresponding parameter to 1.
One can easily set the tuneable parameters by editing two files: commRTEdaf&h and RTEh. The former
file contains data shared by application program and X-RTE (e.g. maximum name length), while the latter
contains parameters which are used only by X-RTE (maximum trace elements). These parameters must be set
before an X-RTE version is compiled.
11.2. Packaging
X-RTE is packaged in two different forms: (1) standalone X-RTE and run-time library for interfacing to
X-RTE, and (2) ran time library which contains X-RTE. The run-time library is compiled along with the
application program. The stand alone version of X-RTE reduces the memory limits on application program.
While linking, or when loading with operating system such as MS-DOS, the stand alone X-RTE can be moved to
any part of the system memory. The interaction between stand alone X-RTE and application program IB through
software interrupts. A run-time library, supplied with tlie stand alone X-RTE, accomplishes this interface.
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A. Quality Of X-RTE

life Cycle Quality Assurance
X-RTE has been developed by strictly complying the software development with international
software standards of IEEE[1] (acollection of standards for all types of software) and IEC-880[2] (standard
for software of safety critical systems for NPPs). IEEE standards were used for quality assurance planning,
software V&V planning, requirements analysis, design, testing, and configuration management planning.
IEC-880 recommendations were used during coding phase.
A quality assurance plan and a verification & validation plan was worked out before software
development of X-RTE commenced[4][5]. These plans provided a frame work that controlled the software
development and software verification & validation activities. Statistical quality assurance has been striven for
during the verification & validation activities[7]. For X-RTE, the standard software life cycle was adopted
which starts with requirements analysis and proceeds with design.coding, and testing. In addition, a concept phase
was introduced in the beginning of the project to capture general requirements of a real-time executive (from
the view of a user). In order to assure quality and reliability of different versions of X-RTE, a software
configuration management plan was also prepared[6].
X-RTE, with all the modules, comprises nearly 8000 lines of code with 14 modules and 240 procedures.
Characteristics Of V&V Methods
Verification & validation activities covered the entire software development cycle. Each life cycle phase
ended in review of the product of that phase: a document or the coded program. In case of requirements analysis
and design phases, the review was conducted informally without production of any review
documentation. However, during the testing phase, which comprised of code inspection, module testing, and
software validation test, separate documentation was prepared which contained details of the verification
activities and the errors uncovered.
The three V&V methods used for uncovering errors in coded software were: code inspection, module
testing, and validation test. In addition, reliability growth method was used to evaluate software reliability of X-'
RTE. 63% of total development time was devoted to software testing[7]. Out of this, 60% time was spent for final
validation testing which included evaluation of software reliability. All the tests were automated by use of
specifically developed test programs and by documentation of test inputs and expected output patterns. The
effort spent for development of these test programs was fully justified by the ease with which some modules
were subjected to regression testing during validation test Distribution of errors detected by the three methods
were tabulated and preserved for using in future projects.
Reliability growth method was used at the end of the validation test to evaluate reliability of X-RTE.
The systematic and detailed information collected during validation test was used for this purpose. The result is
given below[8]:
Failure intensity of X-RTE at fee end of validation test = 0.0000001/day
Documentation
Exhaustive documents were produced at the end of each phase of the software life cycle. These
documents were subjected to review before proceeding to the next phase. All the documentations
comply to IEEE standards in its contents. A total of 600 pages of document was produced during the software
development. This is equivalent to 75 pages of documentation per KLOC (Kilo Lines Of Code).
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B. Characteristics Of X-RTE

A real-time executive is characterised by a number of quantities such as interrupt latency, context switch
time, and memory requirements. The first two quantities are very crucial in selection of a real-time executive for
an application. These two figures determine the minimum response time of the software (assuming that the
application program does not manipulate Bystem resources).
Interrupt latency & Context switch time
Interrupt latency is the maximum time between occurrence of a hardware interrupt and it recognition by
software (in the form of running an ISR). Context switch time is the time taken to preempt a lower priority process
and to give control to a newly activated higher priority process. An external event or a timer interrupt can be
thought as invoked the higher priority process. Tabulated below are the timings for X-RTE:
On 80486 machine @ 33 MHz
Minimum Configuration (Kernel + Event tlag)
Interrupt latency
= 4 - 9 microseconds
Context switch time = 2 5 - 4 9 microseconds
Maximum Configuration (all modules)
Interrupt latency
= 4 - 4 1 microseconds
Context switch time = 2 5 - 5 2 microseconds
On 8086/88 machine @ 5 MHz
Minimum Configuration (kernel + event flag)
Interrupt latency
= 5 2 - 1 1 5 6 microseconds
Context switch time =608-1088 microseconds
Maximum Configuration (all modules except that for multiprocessor support)
Interrupt latency
= 5 2 - 1 3 9 4 microseconds
Context switch time =608- 1093 microseconds
Maximum Configuration (all modules and multiprocessor support)
Interrupt latency
= 52 -1552 microseconds
Context switch time =608- 1401 microseconds
The corresponding figures for commercially available OSs are given below:
QNX - On 80486 @ 33 MHz
Interrupt latency
= 6 microseconds minimum
Context switch time = 17 microseconds minimum
Venix - On 80386 @ 16 MHz
Interrupt latency
= 50 microseconds (average)
Context switch time = 350 (average) - 2000 (maximum) microseconds
The figures clearly indicate that in its performance X-RTE is comparable to, and in some cases better
than, commercially available real-time OSs.
Memory Requirement
Memory requirement depends on the number of modules included in X-RTE and the values of tuneable
parameters (see section 11.1). The table B.I lists the figures. These figures correspond to nominal values of
tuneable parameters:
maximum name length
-10
maximum processes
20
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maximum periodic processes
- 5 maximum flag semaphores,
maximum shared memory
• 2 counting semaphores, event flags
maximum trace elements
- 50 maximum queues, devices
maximum timeout list length
- 5 maximum waiting list length
Stack for Kernel
-256 bytes
Borland C-compiler ver. 3. lwas used, without optimisation, for evaluation

5
5
10
of the memory requirement

Modules

Code(Kbytes)

Data(Kbytes)

Minimum (Kernel)
Explicit Synchronization
Temporal Support
Event Flag
Flag Semaphore
Counting Semaphore
Interprocess Communic.
Device I/O Support
Debug Support
Multiprocess Support(Kernel)
Shared Event Flag
Shared Flag Semaphore
Shared Counting Semaphore
Standalone library**

5.3
0.5
2.0
0.9
0.9
1.1
0.5
2.1
0.1
3.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
4.1

2.2
1.0
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.2

1.0

•*- standalone version of X-RTE contains normal C-run time library also.
Table B . I : Memory Requirement Of Different Modules Of X-RTE
From the table we can deduce that minimum configuration of X-RTE requires less than 6KB of ROM and
less than 3KB of RAM. A full capability standalone X-RTE (with all modules including multiprocessor support
for all objects) requires only 24KB ROM and less than 6KB of RAM.
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C. Most Fmjuwitly Asked Questions

Hie best way to understand anything new is by asking questions about it. This appendix contains most
frequently raised doubts about X-RTE. The questions are selected with a view to provide a cursory look at
different capabilities and unique features of X-RTE.
Q. What is X-RTE?
A. X-RTE is acronym for a software package, namely X-Real-Time Executive. It is a real-time multi-tasking
executive (i.e. a small Operating System).
Q. Wliich type of systems requires X-RTE?
A. Any real-time computer system, in which the response time is crucial, may use X-RTE. Some examples are
process control systems and safety systems. Owing to its small size, X-RTE is especially ideal for diskless
microcomputer systems.
Q. What does X-RTE provide for these systems?
A. X-RTE provides a real-time multi-tasking environment for the application software running on these systems.
Multi-tasking means that it allows concurrent execution of a number of processes (or tasks). It is real-time
because it can guarantee very small response time of the order of few milliseconds. This is achieved through
very small value of interrupt latency and context switch time (see Appendix-B). A real-time application
software is a collection of processes (or tasks), such as operator interface task, control system task, printing
task etc. Each process or task has a predefined priority which corresponds the response time requirement of
individual functions. X-RTE controls execution of these processes according to the specified priority. This
guarantees response time of the system.
Q. Agreed. But, why should! use X-RTE when many such real-time executives are available m the market?
A. There are at least four points on which X-RTE clearly scores over the commercially available OSs: quality,
reliability, fault-tolerance support, and self-supervision. Software quality must be demonstrable. The
international software standards of JEEE[1J and EEC[2] have controlled development of X-RTE. Detailed
software quality assurance plan and software verification&validation plan were worked out at the very
beginning of the project. Quality is built into X-RTE, and is not incidental. Exhaustive documentation amply
demonstrates quality of X-RTE. Software reliability of X-RTE was quantified at tfie end of validation test by
using standard reliability growth model. X-RTE facilitates software implemented fault tolerance in application
software. X-RTE contains code that tests integrity of its internal data Chapter-2 contains a detailed discussion
on this subject.
Q. Can I use X-RTE is safety systems?
A. X-RTE was developed by complying to the recommendations of EC-880[2], a standard for software used in
safety systems of Nuclear Power Plants.
Q. Is it possible to scale down X-RTE?
A. X-RTE is highly modular. The modules are highly cohesive and each module accomplishes a unique
function. It is possible to trim down X-RTE so as to retain only the essential functions. The selection and
rejection of modules are automatically done during configuration of X-RTE (chapter 11). This attribute is one of
the fundamental requirements spelt out at the very beginning of development of X-RTE. This is another reason
why X-RTE is the most suitable choice for safety systems (see chapter 2).
Q. Is it possible to use X-RTE on an IBM compatible PC?
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A Yes. In fact, X-RTE was tested on an IBM compatible PC. Although it runs on top of MS-DOS, Windows
compatibility is not yet tested. When X-RTE runs on top of MS-DOS there are two scenarios: (1) not more than
one process usea DOS calls, and (2) more than one process use DOS call. It has been found mat X-RTE works
well without any problem in the former case. Since DOS is not reentrant, with more than process using DOS, it
is necessary to sequentialize the DOS calls. At present, this facility is not present in X-RTE. If required, this
facility can be incorporated in the future.
Q. Does X-RTE run only on a particular hardware platform?
A. No. Care has been taken during development of X-RTE to make it hardware-independent. More than 90% of
the code is written in C-language which can be ported to any hardware platform. Only a few functions, which
could not be implemented in ANSI C are coded in assembly-level language. X-RTE does-not contain any device
-drivers and ISRs. Portability of X-RTE was tested when it was ported from IBM compatible PC to a standard
microcomputer hardware.
Q. How does X-RTE guarantee response time ofsojtware?
A. X-RTE executes the highest priority process that is active at any time. If a lower priority process is being
executed when a higher priority process becomes active, X-RTE stops the former and gives control to die latter.
This is called context switch. X-RTE takes just 50 microsecond for a context switch on a 486 machine with 33
MHz clock (see appendix-B). If an interrupt activates the higher priority process, at most the interrupt will be
delayed by 9 microseconds (interrupt latency). Thus, X-RTE guarantees that the higher priority process will be
executed within 60 microsecond after the event has occurred to execute that process. If that process
accomplishes a system function, this guarantees the response time.
Q. What happens if a process's priority changes?
A X-RTE does not allow dynamic changing of priority. Priorities of the processes are defined, by the
application software, at the time of initialization; it cannot be altered after that.
Q. Tell more about priority.
A. X-RTE assigns each process to a priority level. X-RTE gives control to the process at the highest priority
level which it; active. A number of processes may share a single priority level. In such cases, X-RTE executes
the processes at the same priority levels in a round-robin manner. One can define a deadline-within-priorityjbr
each process, which shares apriority level, so that some processes get more share of CPU time than others.
Q. Is it possible to use X-RTE In a cycle-based software?
A. Yes. Simply set all the processes (or tasks) to flhare a single priority level and set deadline-within-priority
of all these processes to 0. Each process will be executed one after another.
Q. How does X-RTS support fault-tolerance and safety?
A. X-RTE supports fault tolerance through a combination of fault detection utilities and fault handling facilities.
The application software must define an exception process for each process (or task). The exception process
can execute in the same way as a normal process. X-RTE provides a mechanism to invoke the exception
process when a fault, related to that process, is detected. The exception process may implement fault tolerant
features such as retry, diagnosis, recovery, and reconfiguration. The exception process may also initiate a failsafe action if it cannot tolerate the fault.
Q. What are the fault detection techniques employed by X-RTS?
A. Since the response time is crucial to any real-time system X-RTE provides a timeout utility. This can be used
to monitor execution time of processes as well as to avoid indefinite waiting for events. A process sets a
timeout for receiving some event. If the event does not occur within that time, the process's exception handler is
invoked, which can take appropriate corrective action. The power of this utility is that it can bt; used for any
arbitrary event (see chapter 4). The other fault detection techniques employed by X-RTE are: (a) plausibility
checks on parameters of system call, (2) periodic self-supervision, and (3) deadlock avoidance checks. For
details refer chapter 9.
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Q. Is it possible to selectively disable some interrupts when a critical process (or task) executes?
A Yea. X-RTE provides a simple and a very general solutioa Associated with each process is a property,
called interrupt mask word. By setting this property, one can select the interrupts to be disabled or enabled
during execution of that process.
Q. Is it possible to define periodic processes In X-RTE?
A. Yes.
Q. What are the process synchronization capabilities of X-RTE?
A X-RTE supports explicit synchronization, using wait-wake primitives, as well as implicit synchronization,
using semaphores and event flags. X-RTE supports both flag (or binary) semaphore and counting semaphore.
According to how tine processes must share the resources, X-RTE supports two modes of the semaphores: burst
mode and FIFO modes. Event flags can be used to transmit arbitrary event to control and synchronize cooperating processes (see chapter 5).
Q. Does X-RTE support interprocess comrminicatton?
A Yes. X-RTE supports interprocess communication using FIFO queues. Processes can asynchronously read
from and write to the queues; X-RTE transparently controls execution of these processes. A unique feature of XRTE is that a queue can hold one of the four types of data: integer, character, float, or pointer.
Q. Does X-RTE contain device drivers?
A No. However, X-RTE supports device I/O functions. X-RTE provides a mechanism to interface processes
with the drivers of specific external devices. X-RTE provides such advanced features as grabbing of devices
(i.e. locking the device for exclusive usage by a process). See chapter 7 for details.
Q. It is possible to use X-RTE in a multiprocessor configuration ?
A Yes. At present, X-RTE assumes a multiprocessor configuration that uses the standard microcomputer boards
• developed in Reactor Control Division. If required, it can be adapted to other configurations also.
Q. How does X-RTE supports multiprocessing?
A. X-RTE allows sharing of synchronization objects, such as semaphores and event flags, among processes
executing on different processors. These objects can be manipulated exactly in the same way as the local
objects. Tims, X-RTE solves one of the fundamental problems in multiprocessing, namely process
synchronization across the nodes. For details refer chapter 8.
Q. Is there any facility in X-RTE to ease debugging of real-time software? .
A. X-RTE supports backtracing. If debug option is included, X-RTE records each system call made by the
processes. When required. X-RTE provides this trace in chronological order. When the software malfunctions,
this trace may help to find out which event caused the error to occur.
Q. How do I interface 'SRs to X-RTE?
A. An user written ISR can use all system calls except that with potential waiting condition. Except for that, XRTE does not differentiate ISR and a process. ISR can invoke a process, reset a semaphore, set an event, send
an alarm to a process etc.
Q. How much memory does X-RTE takes?
A. Size of X-RTE depends on the number of modules included. It takes as little as SKbytes for program in
minimum configuration. Even with all modules it takes not more than 20 Kbytes for program (see Appendix-B).
Q. Is it possible to completely separate X-RTE from application program?
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A. Yes. X-RTE is packaged in two forms: a standalone version or as a run-time library. The former is an
independent program that can be loaded at any location in system memory. X-RTE provides a library to
interface the application witb standalone X-RTE.
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